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Spherical varieties and integral representations
of L-functions.
Yiannis Sakellaridis
Abstract
We present a conceptual and uniform interpretation of the methods of
integral representations of L-functions (period integrals, Rankin-Selberg
integrals). This leads to: (i) a way to classify such integrals, based on the
classification of certain embeddings of spherical varieties (whenever the
latter is available), (ii) a conjecture which would imply a vast generaliza-
tion of the method, and (iii) an explanation of the phenomenon of “weight
factors” in a relative trace formula. We also prove results of independent
interest, such as the generalized Cartan decomposition for spherical vari-
eties of split groups over p-adic fields (following an argument of Gaitsgory
and Nadler).
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1 Introduction
1.1 Goals
The study of automorphic L-functions (and their special values at distinguished
points, or L-values) is very central in many areas of present-day number theory,
and an incredible variety of methods has been developed in order to understand
the properties of these mysterious objects and their deep links with seemingly
unrelated arithmetic invariants. Oddly enough, notwithstanding their elegant
and very general definition by Langlands in terms of Euler products, virtually
all methods for studying them depart from an integral construction of the form:
A suitable automorphic form (considered as a function on the auto-
morphic quotient rGs :“ GpkqzGpAkq), integrated against a suitable
distribution on GpkqzGpAkq, is equal to a certain L-value.
For “geometric” automorphic forms, such an integral can often be expressed
as a a pairing between elements in certain homology and cohomology groups,
but the essence remains the same. Given the importance of such methods, it
appears as a paradox that there is no general theory of integral representations
of L-functions and, in fact, they are often considered as “accidents”.
In this article I present a uniform interpretation of a large array of such
methods, which includes Tate integrals, period integrals and Rankin-Selberg
integrals. This interpretation leads to the first systematic classification of such
integrals, based on the classification of certain spherical varieties (see sections 4
and 5). Moreover, it naturally gives rise to a very general conjecture (Conjecture
3.2.2), whose proof would lead to a vast extension of the method and would allow
us to study many more L-functions than are within our reach at this moment.
Finally, it explains phenomena which have been observed in the theory of the
relative trace formula, in a way that is well-suited to the geometric methods
employed in the proof of the fundamental lemma by Ngoˆ [Ngoˆ10]. In the course
of the article we also prove some results which can be of independent interest,
including results on the orbits of hyperspecial and congruence subgroups on the
p-adic points of a spherical variety (Theorems 2.3.8 and 2.3.10).
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The main idea is based on the well-known principle that a “multiplicity-
freeness” property usually underlies integral constructions of L-functions. For
our present purposes, a “multiplicity-freeness” property can be taken to mean
that a suitable space of functions SpXq on a GpAkq-space X admits at most
one, up to constants, morphism into any irreducible admissible representation
π of GpAkq. Here G denotes a connected reductive algebraic group over a
global field k, and Ak denotes the ring of adeles of k. Such spaces arise as the
adelic points of spherical varieties. By definition, a spherical variety for G is a
normal variety with a G-action such that, over the algebraic closure, the Borel
subgroup of G has a dense orbit. Let X be an affine spherical variety, and
denote by X` the open G-orbit on X . A second principle behind the main idea
is based on ideas around the geometric Langlands program, according to which
the correct “Schwartz space” mathcalSpXq of functions to consider (which are
actually functions onX`pAkq, notXpAkq) should be one reflecting the geometry
and singularities of X . Then, for every cuspidal automorphic representation π
of G with “sufficiently positive” central character, there is a natural pairing
PX : SpXpAkqq b π Ñ C . The weak version of our conjecture (3.2.4) asserts
that this pairing admits meromorphic continuation to all π. (A stronger version,
3.2.2, states that an “Eisenstein series” construction, obtained by summing over
the k-points of X and integrating against characters of a certain torus acting on
X , has meromorphic continuation.) Then, assuming the “multiplicity-freeness”
property, one expects the pairing to be associated to some L-value of π.
If our variety is of the form HzG with H a reductive subgroup of G then
from this construction we recover the period integral of automorphic forms over
HpkqzHpAkq (§4.2). More generally, if X is fibered over such a variety and the
fibers are (related to) flag varieties, then we can prove meromorphic continuation
using the meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series, and we recover inte-
grals of “Rankin-Selberg” type (§4.4). Thus, we reduce the problem of finding
Rankin-Selberg integrals to the problem of classifying affine spherical varieties
with a certain geometry. For smooth affine spherical varieties, this geometric
problem has been solved by Knop and Van Steirteghem [KS06]. By inspection of
their tables (section 5), we recover some of the best-known constructions, such
as those of Rankin and Selberg [Ra39, Se40], Godement and Jacquet [GJ72],
Bump and Friedberg [BF90], all spherical period integrals, as well as some new
ones.
We give an example (§4.5), involving the tensor product L-function of n
cuspidal representations on GL2, to support the point of view that the basic
object giving rise to an Eulerian integral related to an L-function is the spherical
variety X and not a geometry related to flag varieties. Finally, we apply these
ideas to the relative trace formula (section 6) to show that certain “weight
factors” which have appeared in examples of this theory and are often considered
an “anomaly” can, in fact, be understood using the notion of Schwartz spaces.
3
1.2 Background on the methods
To an automorphic representation π » b1vπv of a reductive group G over a
global field k, and to an algebraic representation ρ of its Langlands dual group
LG, Langlands attached a complex L-function Lpπ, ρ, sq, defined for s in some
right-half plane of the complex plane as the product, over all places v, of local
factors Lvpπv, ρ, sq.
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Despite the beauty of its generality, the definition is of little use when at-
tempting to prove analytic properties of L-functions, such as their meromorphic
continuation and functional equation. Such properties are usually obtained by
integration techniques, namely presenting the L-function as some integral trans-
form of an element in the space of the given automorphic representation. Such
methods in fact predate Langlands by more than a century, but the most defini-
tive construction (as every automorphic L-function should be a GLn L-function)
was studied by Godement and Jacquet [GJ72] (generalizing Tate’s construction
for GL1, [Ta67]), who proved the analytic continuation and functional equation
of Lpπ, sq :“ Lpπ, std, sq, where π is an automorphic representation of G “ GLn
and std is the standard representation of LG “ GLnpCqˆGalpk¯{kq.Their method
relies on proving the equality:
Lpπ, s´
1
2
pn´ 1qq “
ż
GLnpAkq
〈
πpgqφ, φ˜
〉
Φpgq| detpgq|sdg (1.1)
where φ is a suitable vector in π, φ˜ a suitable vector in its contragredient and Φ a
suitable function in SpMatnpAkqq, the Schwartz space of functions on MatnpAkq.
The main analytic properties of Lpπ, ρ, sq, then, follow from Fourier transform
on the Schwartz space and the Poisson summation formula.
Going several decades back in history, Hecke showed that the standard L-
function of a cuspidal automorphic representation on GL2 (with, say, trivial
central character) has a presentation as a period integral, which in adelic lan-
guage reads:
Lpπ, s`
1
2
q “
ż
kˆzAˆ
k
φ
ˆˆ
a 0
0 1
˙˙
|a|sda (1.2)
where, again, φ is a suitable vector in the automorphic representation under
consideration.
Period integrals (by which we mean integrals over the orbit of some subgroup
on the automorphic space GpkqzGpAkq, possibly against a character of that
subgroup) have since been studied extensively, although there are still many
open conjectures about their relation to L-functions (cf., for instance, [II10]).
Still, they form perhaps the single class of examples where we have a general
principle answering the question: How to write down an integral with good
analytic properties, which is related to some L-function (or L-value)? Piatetski-
Shapiro discussed this in [PS75], and suggested that the period integral of a cusp
form on a group G over a subgroup H (against, perhaps, an analytic family δs
1At ramified places and for most ρ, the definition still depends on the local functoriality
conjectures.
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of characters of H as in (1.2)) should always be related to some L-value if the
subgroup H enjoys a “multiplicity-one” property: dimHomHpAkqpπ, δsq ď 1 for
every irreducible representation π of GpAkq and (almost) every s.
The method of periods usually fails when the subgroup H is non-reductive,
the reason being that, typically, the group HpAkq has no closed orbits on
GpkqzGpAkq. Therefore there is no a priori reason that the period integral
should have nice analytic properties (as the character δs varies), and one can in
fact check in examples (see, for instance, 3.2.1) that for values of s such that
the period integral converges, it does not represent an L-function.
In a different vein, Rankin [Ra39] and Selberg [Se40] independently dis-
covered an integral representing the tensor product L-function of two cuspidal
automorphic representations of GL2. The integral uses as auxilliary data an
Eisenstein series on GL2 and has the following form:
Lpπ1 ˆ π2,b, sq “
ż
PGL2pkqzPGL2pAkq
φ1pgqφ2pgqEpg, sqdg
with suitable φ1 P π1, φ2 P π2.
Later, this method was taken up by Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro, Shalika,
Rallis, Gelbart, Ginzburg, Bump, Friedberg and many others, in order to con-
struct numerous examples of automorphic L-functions expressed as integrals of
cusp forms against Eisenstein series, with important corollaries for every such
expression discovered. Despite the abundance of examples, however, there has
not been a systematic understanding of how to produce an integral representing
an L-function.
1.3 Schwartz spaces and X-Eisenstein series
While the method of Godement and Jacquet can also be phrased in the language
of Rankin-Selberg integrals (see [GPSR87]), the fact that no systematic theory of
these constructions exists has led many authors to consider them as coincidental
and/or to seek direct generalizations of [GJ72], as being a “more canonical”
construction (cf. [BK00]). We adopt a different point of view which treats
Godement-Jacquet, Rankin-Selberg, and period integrals as parts of the same
concept, in fact a concept which should be much more general!
The basic object here is an affine spherical variety X of the group G.
The reason that such varieties are suitable is that they are related to the
“multiplicity-free” property discussed above. For instance, in the category of al-
gebraic representations, the ring of regular functions krXs of an affine G-variety
is multiplicity-free if and only if the variety is spherical. In the p-adic setting
and for unramified representations, questions of multiplicity were systematically
examined in [Sa08, Sa2], and of course in special cases such questions have been
examined in much greater detail (see, for example, [Pr90]).
The main idea is to associate to every affine spherical variety a space of
distributions on GpkqzGpAkq which should have “good analytic properties”. For
reasons of convenience we set up our formulations in such a way that the analytic
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problem does not have to do with varying a character of some subgroup H
(the isotropy subgroup of a “generic” point on X), but with varying a cuspidal
automorphic representation of G. For instance, to the Hecke integral (for PGL2)
we do not associate the variety GmzPGL2, but the variety X “ PGL2 under
the G “ Gm ˆ PGL2-action. Our distributions (in fact, smooth functions) on
GpkqzGpAkq come from a “Schwartz space” of functions on X
`pAkq via a “theta
series” construction (i.e. summation over k-points of X`). Here X` denotes the
open G-orbit on X . The main conjecture 3.2.2, then, states that the integral of
these “X-theta series” against central idele class characters (I call this integral
an X-Eisenstein series), originally defined in some domain of convergence, has
meromorphic continuation everywhere. Under additional assumptions on X
(related to the “multiplicity-freeness” property mentioned above), the pairings
of X-theta series with automorphic forms should be related, in a suitable sense,
to automorphic L-functions or special values of those.
The geometric Langlands program provides ideas that allow us to spec-
ulate on the form of these Schwartz spaces, motivated also by the work of
Braverman and Kazhdan [BK98, BK02] on the special case that X is the
affine closure of rP, P szG, where P is a parabolic subgroup. Let us discuss
this work: The prototype here is the case X` “ Uz SL2 “ A
2 r t0u (where
U denotes a maximal unipotent subgroup), X “ A2 (two-dimensional affine
space). The Schwartz space is the usual Schwartz space on XpAkq which,
by definition, is the restricted tensor product SpXpAkqq :“ b1vpSpk
2
vq : Φ
0
vq,
where for finite places kv with rings of integers ov the “basic vectors” Φ
0
v are
the characteristic functions of Xpovq “ o
2
v. There is a natural meromorphic
family of morphisms: SpXpAkqq Ñ I
GpAkq
BpAkq
pχq (where IGP denotes normalized
parabolic induction from the parabolic P , B denotes the Borel subgroup), and
for idele class characters χ the composition with the Eisenstein series mor-
phism: Eisχ : I
GpAkq
BpAkq
pχq Ñ C8pGpkqzGpAkqq provides meromorphic sections of
Eisenstein series, whose functional equation can be deduced from the Poisson
summation formula on A2k – in particular, the L-factors which appear in the
functional equation of “usual” (or “constant”) sections are absent here.
This was found to be the case more generally in [BK98, BrGa02, BFGM02,
BK02]: One can construct “normalized” sections of Eisenstein series from cer-
tain “Schwartz spaces” of functions on rP, P szGpAkq (or UP zGpAkq, where UP
is the unipotent radical of P ). These Schwartz spaces should be defined as ten-
sor products over all places, restricted with respect to some “basic vector”; and
the “basic vector” should be the function-theoretic analog of the intersection
cohomology sheaf of some geometric model for the space Xpovq. For instance,
if X is smooth then the intersection cohomology sheaf is constant, which means
that Φ0v is the characteristic function of Xpovq; this explains the distibutions in
Tate’s thesis, the work of Godement and Jacquet, and the case of period inte-
grals. (In the latter, the characteristic function of Xpovq “ HzGpovq is obtained
as the “smoothening” of the delta function at the point H1 P X .)
Such geometric models where recently defined by Gaitsgory and Nadler
[GN10] for every affine spherical variety. They provide us with the data neces-
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sary to speculate on a generalization of the Rankin-Selberg method. It should
be noted, however, that even to define the “correct” functions on X`pAkq out
of these geometric models one has to rely on certain natural conjectures on
them – therefore the problem of finding an independent or unconditional defi-
nition should be considered as part of the steps which need to be taken towards
establishing our conjecture.
1.4 Comments and acknowledgements
Most of the ingredients in the present work are not new. Experts in the Rankin-
Selberg method will recognize in our method, to a lesser of greater extent, the
heuristics they have been using to find new integrals. The idea that geometric
models and intersection cohomology should give rise to the “correct” space of
functions on the p-adic points of a variety comes straight out of the Geometric
Langlands program and the work of Braverman and Kazhdan; I have nothing
to offer in this direction.
However, the mixture of these ingredients is new and I think that there is
enough evidence that it is the correct one. For the first time, a precise criterion
is formulated on how to construct a “Rankin-Selberg” integral, reducing the
problem to a purely geometric one – classifying certain embeddings of spherical
varieties. And evidence shows that there should be a vast generalization which
does not depend on such embeddings. I prove no “hard” theorems and, in
particular, I do not know how to establish the meromorphic continuation of the
X-Eisenstein series. Hence, I do not know whether I am putting the cart before
the horse – however, as opposed to other conjectures which have appeared in the
literature in the past, the distributions defined here are completely geometric
and have nothing to do a priori with L-functions, which leaves a lot of room for
hope. Finally, this point of view proves useful in explaining the phenomenon of
“weight factors” in the relative trace formula.
This work started in the fall of 2004 during a semester at New York Univer-
sity and was put aside for most of the time since. I am very grateful to Joseph
Bernstein, Daniel Bump, Dennis Gaitsgory, David Ginzburg, Herve´ Jacquet,
David Nadler and Akshay Venkatesh for many useful discussions and encour-
agement. I also thank a referees for many useful comments.
2 Elements of the theory of spherical varieties
2.1 Invariants associated to spherical varieties
A spherical variety for a connected reductive group G over a field k is a normal
variety X together with a G-action, such that over the algebraic closure the
Borel subgroup of G has a dense orbit.
We denote throughout by k a number field and, unless otherwise stated, we
make the following assumptions on G and X :
• G is a split, connected, reductive group,
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• X is affine.
The open G-orbit in X will be denoted by X`, and the open B-orbit by X˚`
(where B is a fixed Borel subgroup of G, whose unipotent radical we denote by
U).2
The assumption that G is split is certainly very restrictive, but it is enough to
demonstrate our point of view, and convenient because of many geometric and
representation-theoretic results which have been established in this case. We
will discuss affine spherical varieties in more detail later, but we just mention
here that a common source of examples is when X` “ HzG, a quasi-affine
homogeneous variety, and X “ HzG
aff
“ spec krHzGs, the affine closure of
HzG, cf. §2.2.
We will be using standard and self-explanatory notation for varieties and
algebraic groups; e.g. N pHq,ZpHq, H0 will be, respectively, the normalizer,
center and connected component of a (sub)group H , Y¯ will be the closure of
a subvariety Y , etc. The isotropy group of a point x under a G-action will be
denoted by Gx and the fiber over y P Y of a morphism X Ñ Y by Xy. The base
change of an S-scheme Y with respect to a morphism T Ñ S will be denoted
by YT , but if v denotes a completion of a number field k and Y is defined over
k then we will be denoting by Yv the set Y pkvq.
Let us discuss certain invariants associated to a spherical variety. First
of all, for any algebraic group Γ we denote by X pΓq its character group, and
for any variety Y with an action of Γ we denote by XΓpY q the group of Γ-
eigencharacters appearing in the action of Γ on kpY q. If Γ is our fixed Borel
subgroup B, then we will denote XBpY q simply by X pY q. The multiplicative
group of non-zero eigenfunctions (semiinvariants) for B on kpY q will be denoted
by kpY qpBq. If Y has a dense B-orbit, then we have a short exact sequence:
0Ñ kˆ Ñ kpY qpBq Ñ X pY q Ñ 0.
For a finitely generated Z-module M we denote by M˚ the dual module
HomZpM,Zq. For our spherical variety X , we let ΛX “ X pXq˚ and Q “
ΛX bZ Q. A B-invariant valuation on kpXq which is trivial on k
ˆ induces by
restriction to kpXqpBq an element of ΛX . We let V Ă Q be the cone3 generated
by G-invariant valuations which are trivial on kˆ, cf. [Kn91, Corollary 1.8].
It is known that it is a polyhedral cone, and in fact that it is a fundamental
domain for the action of a finite reflection group WX on Q. We denote by Λ
`
X
the intersection ΛX X V . Under the quotient map X pAq˚ bQÑ Q, V contains
the image of the negative Weyl chamber of G [Kn91, Corollary 5.3].
The associated parabolic to X is the standard parabolic P pXq :“ tp P G|X˚` ¨
p “ X˚`u. Make once and for all a choice of a point x0 P X˚
`pkq and let
H denote its stabilizer; hence X` “ HzG, and HB is open in G. There is
2Notice that this is different from that of [GN10], but compatible with the notation used
in [Sa08, Sa2, SV].
3A cone in a Q-vector space is a subset which is closed under addition and under multipli-
cation by Qě0, its relative interior is its interior in the vector subspace that it spans, and a
face of it is the zero set, in the cone, of a linear functional which is non-negative on the cone
– hence, the whole cone is a face as well.
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the following “good” way of choosing a Levi subgroup LpXq of P pXq: Pick
f P krXs, considered by restriction as an element of krGsH , such that the set-
theoretic zero locus of f is X r X˚`. Its differential df at 1 P G defines an
element in the coadjoint representation of G, and the centralizer LpXq of df is
a Levi subgroup of P pXq. We fix throughout a maximal torus A in B X LpXq.
We define AX to be the torus: LpXq{pLpXqXHq “ A{pAXHq; its cocharacter
group is ΛX . We consider AX as a subvariety of X˚
` via the orbit map on x0.
The finite reflection group WX Ă EndpQq for which V is a fundamental
domain is called the little Weyl group of X . The set of simple roots of G corre-
sponding to B and the maximal torus A Ă B will be denoted by ∆. Consider
the (strictly convex) cone negative-dual to V , i.e. the set tχ P X pXqbQ| 〈χ, v〉 ď
0 for every v P Vu. The generators of the intersections of its extremal rays with
X pXq are called the (simple) spherical roots4 of X and their set is denoted by
∆X . They are known to form the set of simple roots of a based root system with
Weyl group WX . We will denote by ∆pXq the subset of ∆ consisting of simple
roots in LpXq, and by WLpXq ĂW the Weyl groups of LpXq, resp. G. There is
a canonical way [Kn94b, Theorem 6.5] to identify WX with a subgroup of W ,
which normalizes and intersects trivially the Weyl group WLpXq of LpXq. The
data X pXq,WX ,V are usually easy to compute by finding a point on the open
B-orbit and using Knop’s action of the Borel subgroup on the set of B-orbits
[Kn95a]; for a more systematic treatment, see [Lo08].
If V is equal to the image of the negative Weyl chamber, then we say that the
variety is a wavefront spherical variety. (This term is justified by the proof for
asymptotics of generalized matrix coefficients in [SV].) Symmetric varieties, for
example, are all wavefront [Kn91, §5]. Also, motivated by the results of [Sa08],
we will call geometric multiplicity of X the cardinality of the generic non-empty
fiber of the map: X pXq{WX Ñ X pAq{W . While none implies the other, it is
usually the case that varieties with geometric multiplicity one are wavefront.
On the other hand, let us call arithmetic multiplicity of X the torsion subgroup
of X pAq{X pXq. It was shown in [Sa08] that, if F is a local non-archimedean
field then for an irreducible unramified representation π of GpF q which is in
general position among X-distinguished ones (i.e. with HomGpπ,C
8pXpF qqq ‰
0) we have dimHomGpπ,C
8pXpF qqq “ 1 if and only if both the geometric and
arithmetic multiplicity of X are 1.
The G-automorphism group of a homogeneous G-variety X` “ HzG is
equal to the quotient N pHq{H . It is known [Lo08, Lemma 7.17] that for X`
spherical the G-automorphisms of X` extend to any affine completion X of
X`. Moreover, it is known that AutGpXq is diagonalizable; the cocharacter
group of its connected component can be canonically identified (by considering
the scalars by which an automorphism acts on rational B-eigenfunctions) with
ΛXXVXp´Vq. We will be denoting: ZpXq :“ pAut
GpXqq0. It will be convenient
many times to replace the group G by a central extension thereof and then
4The work of Gaitsgory-Nadler [GN10] and Sakellaridis-Venkatesh [SV] suggests that for
representation-theoretic reasons one should slightly modify this definition of spherical roots.
However, the lines on which the modified roots lie are still the same, and for the purposes of
the present article this is enough.
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divide by the subgroup of ZpGq0 that acts trivially on X , so that the map
ZpGq0 Ñ ZpXq becomes an isomorphism.
2.2 Spherical embeddings and affine spherical varieties
We will use the words “embedding”, “completion” or “compactification” of a
spherical G-variety X for a spherical G-variety X¯ (not necessarily complete)
with an open equivariant embedding: X Ñ X¯. A spherical embedding is called
simple if it contains a unique closed G-orbit. Spherical embeddings have been
classified by Luna and Vust [LV83]; our basic reference for this theory will
be [Kn91]. We will now recall the main theorem classifying simple spherical
embeddings.
For now we assume that k is an algebraically closed field in characteristic
zero. However, for Theorem 2.2.1 below the assumption on the characteristic
is unnecessary, and any result that does not involve “colors” holds verbatim
without the assumption of algebraic closedness when the group G is split. Let
X be a spherical variety and let X` be its open G-orbit. The colors of X are
the closures of the B-stable prime divisors of X`; their set will be denoted by D.
For every B-stable divisor D in any completion X of X` we denote by ρpDq the
element of Q induced by the valuation defined by D. A strictly convex colored
cone is a pair pC,Fq with C Ă Q, F Ă D such that:
1. C is a strictly (i.e. not containing lines) convex cone generated by ρpFq
and finitely many elements of V ,
2. the intersection of V with the relative interior of C is non-empty,
3. 0 R ρpFq.
IfX is a simple embedding ofX` with closed orbit Y , we let FpXq denote the
set of D P D such that D¯ Ą Y , and we let CpXq denote the cone in Q generated
by all ρpDq, where D is a B-invariant divisor (possibly also G-invariant) in X
containing Y .
2.2.1 Theorem ([Kn91, Theorem 3.1]). The association X Ñ pCpXq,FpXqq is
a bijection between isomorphism classes of simple embeddings of X` and strictly
convex colored cones.
Now let us focus on affine and quasi-affine spherical varieties. We recall from
[Kn91, Theorem 6.7]:
2.2.2 Theorem. A spherical variety X is affine if and only if X is simple and
there exists a χ P X pXq with χ|V ě 0, χ|CpXq “ 0 and χ|ρpDrFpXqq ă 0. In
particular, HzG is affine if and only if V and ρpDq are separated by a hyperplane,
while it is quasi-affine if and only if ρpDq does not contain zero and spans a
strictly convex cone.
Recall [BrGa02, §1.1] that a variety Y over a field k is called strongly quasi-
affine if the algebra krY s of global functions on Y is finitely generated and the
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natural map Y Ñ spec krY s is an open embedding. Then the variety Y
aff
:“
spec krY s is called the affine closure of Y .
2.2.3 Proposition. A homogeneous quasi-affine spherical variety Y “ HzG
is strongly quasi-affine. If X :“ HzG
aff
then the data pCpXq,FpXqq can be
described as follows: Consider the cone R Ă X pXq b Q generated by the set
of χ P X pXq such that χ|V ě 0, χ|ρpDq ď 0. Choose a point χ in the relative
interior of R. Then FpXq “ tD P D|ρpDqpχq “ 0u and CpXq is the cone
generated by FpXq.
2.2.4 Remark. The first statement of the proposition generalizes a result of
Hochschild and Mostow [HM73] for the variety UP zG, where UP is the unipotent
radical of a parabolic subgroup P of G. Indeed, this variety is spherical under
the action of M ˆG, where M is the reductive quotient of P .
Proof. As a representation of G, krY s is locally finite and decomposes:
krY s “ ‘λVλ (2.1)
where Vλ is the isotypic component corresponding to the representation with
highest weight λ, and the sum is taken over all λ with Vλ ‰ 0. Since the variety
is spherical, each Vλ is isomorphic to one copy of the representation with high-
est weight λ. Moreover, the multiplicative monoid of non-zero highest-weight
vectors krY spBq is the submonoid of kpY qpBq (the group of non-zero rational
B-eigenfunctions) consisting of regular functions. Regular B-eigenfunctions are
precisely those whose eigencharacter satisfies χ|ρpDq ě 0; since the set D is fi-
nite, the monoid of λ appearing in the decomposition (2.1) is finitely-generated.
Since the multiplication map: VµbVν has image in the sum of Vλ with λ ď µ`ν,
and composed with the projection: krY s Ñ Vµ`ν it is surjective, it follows that
the sum of the Vλ, for λ in a set of generators for the monoid of λ’s appearing
in (2.1), generates krY s.
The second condition, namely that Y Ñ X is an open embedding, follows
from the assumption that Y is quasi-affine and the homogeneity of Y . Hence,
Y is strongly quasi-affine.
The affine closure X has the property that for every affine completion X 1
of Y there is a morphism: X Ñ X 1. The description of pCpXq,FpXqq now
follows from Theorem 2.2.2 above and Theorem 4.1 in [Kn91], which describes
morphisms between spherical embeddings. Notice that the cone CpXq, as de-
scribed, will necessarily contain the intersection of V with the cone generated by
ρpDq in its relative interior, therefore its relative interior will have non-empty
intersection with V .
Let us now discuss the geometry of affine spherical varieties. The following
is a corollary of Luna’s slice theorem:
2.2.5 Theorem ([Lu73, III.1.Corollaire 2]). If G is a reductive group over an
algebraically closed field k in characteristic zero, acting on an affine variety X
so that krXsG “ k, then X contains a closed G-homogeneous affine subvariety
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Y such that the embedding Y ãÑ X admits an equivariant splitting: X ։ Y .
If G is smooth then the fiber over any (closed) point y P Y is Gy-equivariantly
isomorphic to the vector space of a linear representation of Gy.
Luna’s theorem also states that Y is contained in the closure of any G-orbit,
which is easily seen to be true in the spherical case since affine spherical varieties
are simple. The G-automorphism group “retracts” X onto Y :
2.2.6 Proposition. Let X be an affine spherical G-variety and let Y be as in
the theorem above, considered both as a quotient and as a subvariety of X. Let
T be the maximal torus in AutGpXq which acts trivially on Y . Then the closure
of the T -orbit of every point on X meets Y . Equivalently, krXsT “ krY s.
Proof. This is essentially Corollary 7.9 of [Kn94a]. More precisely, let us assume
that G has a fixed point on X , i.e. Y is a point. (The question is easily reduced
to this case, since every Gy-automorphism of the fiber of X Ñ Y over y extends
uniquely to a G-automorphism of X .) The proof of loc.cit. shows that for a
generic point x P X there is a one-parameter subgroup H of AutGpXq such that
x ¨H contains the fixed point in its closure. Hence krXsT “ k and therefore X
contains a unique closed T -orbit.
Notice that if G has a fixed point on X then we can embed X into a finite
sum V “ ‘iVi of finite-dimensional representations of G, such that the fixed
point is the origin in V and there is a subtorus T of
ś
iAut
GpViq acting on
X with the origin as its only closed orbit. (Simply take V to be the dual of a
G-stable, generating subspace of krXs.)
2.3 Generalized Cartan decomposition
Let K “ Cpptqq, the field of formal Laurent series over C, and O “ Crrtss the
ring of formal power series. If X` is a homogeneous spherical variety over C, it
was proven by Luna and Vust [LV83] that:
2.3.1 Theorem. GpOq-orbits on X`pKq are parametrized by Λ`X, where to
λˇ P Λ`X corresponds the orbit through λˇptq P AXpKq.
A new proof was given by Gaitsgory and Nadler in [GN10], which can be used
to prove the analogous statement over p-adic fields. We revisit their argument,
adapt it to the p-adic case, and extend it to determine the set of GpoF q-orbits
on XpoF q, when G and X are affine and defined over a number field and F is a
non-archimedean completion (outside of a finite set of places).
2.3.2 Remark. In the case of symmetric spaces similar statements on the set of
GpoF q-orbits on XpF q and in a more general setting – without assuming that
G is split – have been proven by Benoist and Oh [BO07], Delorme and Se´cherre
[DS].
The argument uses compactification results of Brion, Luna and Vust. We
first need to recall a few more elements of the theory of spherical varieties.
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The results below have appeared in the literature for k an algebraically closed
field in characteristic zero, but the proofs hold verbatim when k is any field
in characteristic zero and the groups in question are split over k. (The basic
observation being, here, that in all proofs one gets to choose B-eigenfunctions in
kpXq, and since the variety is spherical and the group is split the eigenspaces of
B are one-dimensional and defined over k, therefore the chosen eigenfunctions
are k-rational up to k¯-multiple.)
A toroidal embedding of X` is an embedding Xc of X` in which no color
(B-stable divisor which is not G-stable) contains a G-orbit. Theorem 2.2.1
implies that simple toroidal embeddings are classified by strictly convex, finitely
generated subcones of V . Moreover, the simple toroidal embedding Xc obtained
from a simple embedding X by taking the cone CpXcq “ CpXqXV comes with a
proper equivariant morphism: Xc Ñ X [Kn91, Theorem 4.1] which is surjective
[Kn91, Lemma 3.2].
The local structure of a simple toroidal embedding is given by the following
theorem of Brion, Luna and Vust:
2.3.3 Theorem ([BLV86, The´ore`me 3.5]). Let Xc be a simple toroidal embed-
ding of X` and let XcB denote the complement of all colors. Then X
c
B is an
open, P pXq-stable, affine variety with the following properties:
1. XcB meets every G-orbit.
2. If we let Y c be the closure of AX in X
c
B, then the action map Y
cˆUP pXq Ñ
XcB is an isomorphism.
We emphasize the structure of the affine toric variety Y c: Its cone of regular
characters is precisely CpXcq_ :“ tχ P X pXq bQ| 〈χ, v〉 ě 0 for all v P CpXcqu,
in other words:
Y c “ spec krCpXcq_ X X pXqs.
By the theory of toric varieties, the theorem also implies that Xc is smooth if
and only if the monoid CpXcq X ΛX is generated by primitive elements in its
“extremal rays” (i.e. is a free abelian monoid).
Notice that when V is strictly convex (equivalently: AutGpX`q is finite) then
X` admits a canonical toroidal embedding X¯, with CpX¯q “ V , which is com-
plete. This is sometimes called the wonderful completion of X`, although often
the term “wonderful” is reserved for the case that this completion is smooth. If
V is not strictly convex then X` still admits a (non-unique) complete toroidal
embedding X¯ , which is not simple, but as remarked in [GN10, 8.2.7] Theorem
2.3.3 still holds, with Y c a suitable (non-affine) toric variety containing AX . The
fan of Y c depends on the chosen embedding X¯, but its support is precisely the
dual cone of V (i.e. the set of cocharacters λ of AX such that limtÑ0 λptq P Y c
is equal to Λ`X).
We will use Theorem 2.3.3 for two toroidal varieties: First, for a complete
toroidal embedding X¯ of X`. Secondly, for the variety Xˆ obtained from our
affine spherical variety X by taking CpXˆq “ CpXq X V . Before we proceed, we
discuss models of these varieties over rings of integers.
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2.3.4 Models over rings of integers
We start with toric varieties. Let o be an integral domain with fraction field k,
and let Y be a simple (equivalently, affine) toric variety for a split torus T over k.
We endow T with its smooth model T “ orX pT qs over o. Since Y “ spec krM s
for some saturated monoid M Ă X pT q, the o-scheme Y “ spec orM s is a model
for Y over o with an action of T , and we will call it the standard model. The
notion easily extends to the case where Y is not necessarily affine, but defined
by a fan. If T and Y are defined over a number field k and endowed with
compatible models over the S-integers oS for a finite set S of places of k, then
these models will coincide with the standard models over oS1 , for some finite
S1 Ą S.
Now we return to the setting where k is a number field, G, X , X`, X¯ , Xˆ
are as before (over k), and let us also fix a point x0 P X˚
`pkq. Then we can
choose compatible integral models outside of a finite set of places, such that the
structure theory of Brion, Luna and Vust continues to hold for these models:
2.3.5 Proposition. There are a finite set of places S0 of k and compatible flat
models G, X X¯ and Xˆ for G, X X¯ and Xˆ over the S0-integers oS0 of k such
that:
• S0 contains all archimedean places;
• the chosen point x0 P X˚`poS0q;
• G is reductive over oS0 , X
` Ñ spec oS0 is smooth and surjective;
• the statement of Theorem 2.3.3 holds for X¯ and Xˆ over oS0 : namely,
if we denote any one of them by Xc then there is an open, PpXq-stable
subscheme XcB and a toric A-subscheme Y
c of standard type such that
the subscheme XcB meets every G-orbit on X
c and the action map: Yc ˆ
UP pXq Ñ X
c
B is an isomorphism of oS0-schemes.
• X¯ is proper over oS0 , and the morphism Xˆ Ñ X is proper.
2.3.6 Remarks. 1. By X` (resp. X˚`) we denote the complement of the clo-
sure, in any of the above schemes, of the complement of X` (resp. X˚`)
in the generic fiber.
2. It is implicitly part of the “compatibility” of the models that the scheme
structures on X`, X˚` do not depend on which of the ambient schemes we
choose to define them.
3. We understand the statement “meets every orbit” as follows: Let |Z|
denote the set of scheme-theoretic points of a scheme Z. Consider the two
maps: p : G ˆXÑ X (projection to the second factor) and a : G ˆX Ñ X
(action map). Then for every x P |Xc| the set app´1txuq intersects |XcB|
non-trivially.
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Proof. For a finite set S of places and a flat model Xc of Xc over oS (assumed
proper if Xc “ X¯), let D denote the union of all colors over the generic point of
spec oS, let D denote the closure of D in X
c and let XcB be the complement of
D in Xc. Let G denote a compatible reductive model for G over oS . (All these
choices are possible by sufficiently enlarging S.) The image of G ˆ XcB Ñ X
c is
open and contains the generic fiber, hence by enlarging the set S, if necessary,
we can make it surjective.
Now define Yc as the closure of Y c in XcB. By enlarging the set S, if necessary,
we may assume that Yc is of standard type. The action map YcˆUP pXq Ñ X
c
B
being an isomorphism over the generic fiber, it is an isomorphism over oS by
enlarging S, if necessary.
From now on we fix such a finite set of places S0 and such models. The
combinatorial invariants of the above schemes are the same at all places of S0:
2.3.7 Proposition. Each of the data5 X pXq,V , CpXq, CpX¯q, CpXˆq is the same
for the reductions of X, X¯, Xˆ at all closed points of oS0. The set of G-orbits on
each of these varieties is in natural bijection with the set of G-orbits on each of
their reductions.
Proof. The toric scheme Yc being of the standard type, it means that X pXq “
XApY cq is the same at all reductions. For every place v of oS the reductions
X¯Fv , XˆFv are toroidal: Indeed, denoting by X
c either of them, the complement
of pXcBqFv is a BFv -stable union of divisors which does not contain any GFv -orbit,
since pXcBqFv meets every GFv -orbit. Moreover, X
c
B meets no colors: for if it did,
then a non-openAFv -orbit on Y
c
Fv
would belong to the open GFv -orbit, and hence
the open GFv -orbit would belong to the closure of a non-open G-orbit over the
generic point, a contradiction since by assumption X` is smooth and surjective.
Therefore, the complement of pXcBqFv is the union of all colors of X
c
FFv
, and
Xc
Fv
is toroidal. Moreover, the GFv -invariant valuations on FvpX
`
Fvq whose
center is in Xc
Fv
are precisely those of ΛX X CpX
cq (which proves the equality of
CpXc
Fv
q with CpXcq at all v R S0), and from the fact that X¯Fv is complete and
CpX¯Fvq “ Λ
`
X it follows that V is precisely the cone of invariant valuations on
FvpX
`q.
Now we are ready to apply the argument of [GN10, Theorem 8.2.9] to de-
scribe representatives for the set of GpoF q-orbits on X`poF q, for every completion
F of k outside of S0, and also extend it to a description of the set of orbits which
are contained in XpoF q. Notice that since G is reductive, GpoF q is a hyperspecial
maximal compact subgroup of GpF q. From now on we denote our fixed models
over oS0 by regular script, since there will be no possibility of confusion. There
is a canonical AXpoF q-invariant homomorphism: AXpF q Ñ ΛX (under which
an element of the form λp̟q, where ̟ is a uniformizer for F , maps to λ) and
we denote by AXpF q
` the preimage of Λ`X .
5Since X¯ is not necessarily simple, it is not described by a cone but by a fan. However, we
slightly abuse the common notation here and write CpX¯q for the set of invariant valuations
whose center is in X¯ – i.e. for the support of the fan associated to X¯.
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2.3.8 Theorem. For F a completion of k outside of S0 each GpoF q-orbit on
X`pF q contains an element of AXpF q
`, and elements of AXpF q
` with different
image in Λ`X belong to distinct GpoF q-orbits. If the quotient X pAq{X pXq is
torsion-free then the map from GpoF q-orbits on X
`pF q to Λ`X is a bijection.
The orbits contained in XpoF q are precisely those mapping to Λ
`
X X CpXq.
2.3.9 Remark. The torsion of the quotient X pAq{X pXq is the “arithmetic multi-
plicity” defined in §2.1. Is is trivial if and only if the map: AXpF q{Apoq Ñ ΛX
is bijective, hence the statement about bijectivity in that case is straightfor-
ward. In general, elements in different ApoF q-orbits may belong to the same
GpoF q-orbit, for instance, if X
` “ HzG with H connected then the map:
GpoF q Q g ÞÑ x0 ¨ g P X
`poF q will be surjective by an application of Lang’s
theorem (the vanishing of Galois cohomology of H over a finite field). But it is
also not always the case that elements corresponding to the same λ will always
be in the same GpoF q-orbit – for instance, when H is not connected.
We will prove this theorem together with a theorem about orbits of the first
congruence subgroup, which will not be used here but will be useful elsewhere.
Let F denote the residue field of F .
2.3.10 Theorem. Let K1, AX,1, U1 be the preimages of 1 P GpFq, 1 P AXpFq,
1 P UpFq in GpoF q, AXpoF q, UpoF q, respectively. Then for every x P AXpF q
`
we have x ¨K1 Ă x ¨ AX,1 ¨ U1.
Proof of Theorems 2.3.8 and 2.3.10. Denote oF by o. We use the notation
Xc, XcB, Y
c, etc. as above for the scheme X¯ . The o-scheme Xc is proper and
henceXcpoq “ XcpF q. We will first show that Y cpoq contains representatives for
all Gpoq-orbits on Xcpoq. Let x P Xcpoq and denote by x¯ P XcpFq its reduction.
The open, P pXq-stable subvariety XcB meets every G-orbit; for a spherical va-
riety for a split reductive group over an arbitrary field (denoted F, since we will
apply it to this field) the F-points of the open B-orbit meet every GpFq-orbit.
(This is proven following the argument of [Sa08, Lemma 3.7.3], i.e. reducing to
the case of rank one groups, and by inspection of the spherical varieties for SL2,
classified in [Kn95b, Theorem 5.1].) This means that there is a g¯ P GpFq (which
we can lift to a g P Gpoq) such that x ¨ g P XcBpFq. Since X
c
B is open, this means
that x¨g P XcBpoq “ Y
cpoqˆUP pXqpoq. Acting by a suitable element of UP pXqpoq,
we get a representative for the Gpoq-orbit of x in Y cpoq. Hence, Gpoq-orbits on
X`pF q are represented by elements of AXpF q
` “ Y cpoq XAXpF q.
To prove that elements mapping to distinct λ, λ1 P Λ`X belong to different
Gpoq-orbits, the argument of Gaitsgory and Nadler carries over verbatim: If λ
and λ1 are not Q-multiples of each other, we can construct as in [Kn91] a toroidal
embedding Xt of X` over o such that λp̟q P Xtpoq but λ1p̟q R Xtpoq. Finally,
if λ and λ1 are Q-multiples of each other (without loss of generality: λ ‰ 0),
then we can find a toroidal compactification Xt such that limtÑ0 λptq belongs
to some G-orbit D of codimension one, and then the intersection numbers of
λp̟q and λ1p̟q (considered as 1-dimensional subschemes of Xt) with D are
different. (Notice that the constructions of [Kn91] are over a field of arbitrary
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characteristic, and based on Proposition 2.3.7 one can carry them over over the
ring mathfrakoF .)
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.3.8, if we now consider Xˆ then we have a
proper morphism: Xˆ Ñ X which is an isomorphism on X`. By the valuative
criterion for properness, every point in Xpoq XX`pF q lifts to a point on Xˆpoq,
therefore for the last statement it suffices to determine the set of Gpoq-orbits
on Xˆpoq X X`pF q. By the same argument as before, every Gpoq-orbit meets
Yˆ poq, and the latter intersects AXpF q precisely in the union of AXpoq-orbits
represented by ΛX X CpXq.
For Theorem 2.3.10, we first notice that XcBpoq (where X
c still denotes X¯)
is K1-stable; indeed, for any x P X
c
Bpoq and g P K1 the reduction of x ¨g belongs
to XcBpFq, and since X
c
B is open this implies that x ¨ g P X
c
Bpoq. Now we claim
that Y cpoq ¨U1 is also K1-stable; indeed, this is the preimage in X
c
BpFq of Y
cpFq,
and for every x P Y cpoq ¨ U1, g P K1 the reduction of x ¨ g belongs to Y
cpFq.
We have already argued that elements of AXpF q
` with different images in Λ`X
belong to distinct Gpoq-orbits, hence to distinct K1-orbits; hence, x ¨K1 belongs
to the set of elements of AXpF q
` ¨ U1 with the same image λx P Λ
`
X as x.
To distinguish between those elements, we assign to them some invariants
which will be preserved by the K1-action. First of all, if λx “ 0 then the
reduction of x modulo p is an element of X`pFq which is preserved by K1, and
the elements ofAXpF q
`¨U1 having the same reduction are precisely the elements
in the same AX,1 ¨ U1-orbit as x. Assume now that λx ‰ 0 and fix as above a
spherical embedding Xt of X` over o such that limtÑ0 λptq belongs to a G-orbit
of codimension one, whose closure we denote by D. Let n be the intersection
number of x P Xtpoq X X`pF q with D, then x : spec o Ñ Xt has reductions
x¯ : specF Ñ D, x¯n : spec po{pnq Ñ D and x¯n`1 : spec po{pn`1q Ñ Xt, which
give rise to an F-linear map from the fiber at x¯ of the conormal bundle of D in
Xt to pn{pn`1. The group K1 preserves the reduction of x and acts trivially on
the fiber of the conormal bundle of D over it, therefore preserves this map. It
is straightforward to see that for elements of AXpF q
` ¨U1 with the same image
in Λ`X this invariant characterizes the AX,1 ¨ U1-orbit of x.
3 Speculation on Schwartz spaces and automor-
phic distributions
This section is highly conjectural and only aims at fixing ideas. We speculate
on the existence of some “Schwartz space” of functions on the points of an
affine spherical variety over a local field, and explain how to construct from
it distributions on the automorphic quotient rGs :“ GpkqzGpAkq which should
have good analytic properties. At almost every place this space of functions
should come equipped with a distinguished, unramified element which should
be related (in a rather ad hoc way, using the generalized Cartan decomposition)
to intersection cohomology sheaves on spaces defined by Gaitsgory and Nadler.
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In subsequent sections we will specialize to the case where X has a certain
geometry (which we call a “pre-flag bundle”), and these distinguished functions
will be described explicitly, in order to understand the Rankin-Selberg method.
3.1 Formalism of Schwartz spaces and theta series
3.1.1 Schwartz space
We fix an affine spherical variety X for a (split) reductive group G over a global
field k, and for every place v of k we denote by X`v the space of kv-points of X
`.
We assume as given, for every v, a Gv-invariant “Schwartz space” of functions
SpXvq Ă C8pX`v q, and for almost every (finite) v a distinguished unramified
element Φ0v P SpXvq
Gpovq (called “basic vector” or “basic function”) such that:
Φ0v|X`povq “ 1. (3.1)
(Clearly, the integral model which is implicit in the definitions will not play any
role.) We also assume the following regarding the support of Schwartz functions
and their growth close to the complement of X`:
• The closure in Xv of the support of any element of SpXvq is compact.
• There exist a finite set tf1, . . . , fnu of elements of krXs, whose common
zeroes lie in X rX`, and a natural number n, such that for any place v
and any Φv P SpXvq there is a constant cv, equal to 1 for Φv “ Φ0v, such
that for all x P X`pkvq we have: |Φvpxq| ď cv ¨ pmaxi |fipxq|q
´1.
At archimedean places the requirement of compact support is far from ideal,
but for our present purposes it is enough. One should normally impose similar
growth conditions on the derivatives (at archimedean places) of elements of the
Schwartz space, but we will not need them here.
The corresponding global Schwartz space is, by definition, the restricted ten-
sor product:
SpXpAkqq :“
1â
v
SpXvq (3.2)
with respect to the basic vectors Φ0v.
Despite the notation, the elements of SpXpAkqq cannot be interpreted as
functions on XpAkq. They can be considered, though, as functions on X
`pAkq,
because of the requirement (3.1).
We may require, without serious loss of generality, that X`pAkq carries a
positive GpAkq-eigenmeasure dx whose eigencharacter ψ is the absolute value
of an algebraic character. We normalize the regular representation of GpAkq on
functions onX`pAkq so that it is unitary when restricted to L
2pXq “ L2pX, dxq:
g ¨ Φpxq :“
a
ψpgqΦpx ¨ gq.
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The X-theta series is the following functional on SpXpAkqq:
θpΦq :“
ÿ
γPX`pkq
Φpγq. (3.3)
Translating by GpAkq, we can also consider it as a morphism:
SpXpAkqq Ñ C
8prGsq, (3.4)
which will be denoted by the same letter, i.e.:
θpΦ, gq “
ÿ
γPX`pkq
pg ¨Φqpγq. (3.5)
This sum is absolutely convergent, by the first growth assumption. (Notice
that X is affine and hence Xpkq is discrete in XpAkq.)
3.1.2 Mellin transform
Now recall (Proposition 2.2.6) that, unless X is affine homogeneous, it has a
positive-dimensional group of G-automorphisms, i.e. ZpXq ‰ 0. By enlarging
G and dividing by the subgroup of ZpGq0 that acts trivially, we will from now
on assume that ZpGq0 » ZpXq under its action on X . An algebraic character
of ZpXq will be called X-positive if it extends to the closure of a generic orbit
of ZpXq, that is: χ : ZpXq Ñ Gm is positive if for Y “ ZpXq ¨ x, where x is a
generic point (say, a point on the open G-orbit) the function z ¨x ÞÑ χpzq P Gm Ă
Ga extends to a morphism: Y Ñ Ga. Obviously, X-positive characters span a
polyhedral cone in X pZpXqq b Q, and we will use the expression “sufficiently
X-positive characters” to refer to characters in the translate of this cone by
an element belonging to its relative interior. This notion will also be used
for complex-valued characters: a sufficiently X-positive character is one whose
absolute value can be written as the product of the absolute values sufficiently
X-positive algebraic characters, raised to powers ě 1. Similar notions will be
used for the dual cone, in the space of cocharacters into ZpXq; for example,
a cocharacter λˇ is X-positive if and only if for a generic point x P X we have
limtÑ0 x ¨ λˇptq P X . Finally, since by our assumption X pGqbQ “ X pZpXqqbQ,
we can use the notion of X-positive characters for characters of G, as well.
3.1.3 Proposition. The function θpΦ, gq on GpkqzGpAkq is of moderate growth.
Moreover, it is compactly supported in the direction of X-positive cocharacters
into ZpGq; that is, for every g P GpAkq we have:
θpΦ, g ¨ λˇpaqq “ 0
if λˇ is a non-trivial X-positive cocharacter into ZpXq “ ZpGq0 and the norm
of a P Aˆk is sufficiently large.
The statement about the support is an obvious corollary of the compact
support of Φ, and the statement on moderate growth will be proven in the next
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subsections. Assuming it for now, we may consider the Mellin transform of
θpΦ, gq with respect to the action of ZpGq:
EpΦ, ω, gq “
ż
ZpXqpAkq
θpz ¨ Φ, gqωpzqdz, (3.6)
originally defined for sufficiently X-positive idele class characters ω. We will
call this an X-Eisenstein series.
We have:
3.1.4 Proposition. For sufficiently X-positive ω, the integral (3.6) converges
and the function EpΦ, ω, gq is of moderate growth in g.
Proof. The statement about convergence follows immediately from Proposition
3.1.3; the statement on moderate growth is proven in the same way as Proposi-
tion 3.1.3, and we will not comment on it separately.
3.1.5 Adelic distance functions.
Let Z Ă X be a closed subvariety of an affine variety, and let X` denote the
complement of Z. We would like to define some “natural” notion of distance
from Z (denoted dZ) for the adelic points of X
`. The distance function will be
an Euler product:
dZpxq “
ź
v
dZ,vpxvq
where, for x P X`pAkq, almost all factors will be equal to one.
We do it in the following way: first, we fix a finite set S of places, including
the archimedean ones, and an affine flat model for X over the S-integers oS .
The closure of Z in this model defines an ideal J Ă oSrXs. We can choose a
finitely-generated oS-submodule M of J such that M generates J as an oSrXs-
module. In the case when X carries the action of a group G and Z is G-stable,
we also choose a compatible flat model for G over oS and require that M be
G-stable (i.e. the action map maps M ÑM boS oSrGs).
Finally, let tfiui be a finite set of generators of M over oS . Then for a point
x P X`pAkq we define:
dZ,vpxvq “ max
i
t|fipxvq|vu (3.7)
and
dZpxq “
ź
v
dZ,vpxvq. (3.8)
We will call this an adelic distance function from Z. Notice that almost all
factors of this product are 1 since x P X`pAkq. Moreover, the function extends
by zero to a continuous function on XpAkq.
3.1.6 Remark. For v R S the local factor dZ,v depends only on M and not the
choices of fi’s: it is the absolute value of the fractional ideal generated by the
image of M under xv : oSrXs Ñ ov. Moreover, the restriction of dZ,v to Xpovq
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does not depend onM , either, since the image of J generates the same fractional
ideal. (The restriction of dZ,v to Xpovq is a height function, i.e. qv raised to the
intersection number of x P Xpovq with Z.)
Finally, the restriction of dZ to any compact subset of XpAkq is up to a
constant multiple independent of choices. Indeed, such a compact subset is
the product of Xpovq, for v outside of a finite number of places S
1 Ą S, with
a compact subset of
ś
vPS1 Xpkvq, therefore it suffices to prove independence
for the dZ,v’s when v P S
1. For any two sets of functions tfjuj , tf
1
iui as above
we can write f 1i “
ř
j hijfj with hij P oSrXs and for each v P S
1 there is a
constant Cv such that |hijpxvq|v ď Cv when x is in the given compact set.
Then maxi |f
1
ipxvq|v ď Cv maxj |f
1
jpxvq|v, and therefore d
1
Zpxq ď CdZpxq in the
given compact set, where C “
ś
vPS1 Cv.
For two complex valued functions f1 and f2 we will write f1 !
p f2 (where
the exponent p stands for “polynomially”) if there exists a polynomial P such
that |f1| ď P p|f2|q. We will say that f1 and f2 are polynomially equivalent if
f1 !
p f2 and f2 !
p f1.
In this language, it is easy to see that the assumption of §3.1.1 on growth of
Schwartz functions close to the complement of X` is equivalent to the following:
If Z denotes the complement of X` in X then for any adelic distance function
dZ from Z and any Φ P SpXpAkqq we have:
|Φpxq| !p dZpxq
´1 (3.9)
for every Φ P SpXpAkqq.
Indeed, let the functions fi be as in the assumption of §3.1.1 and let the
functions f 1j define an adelic distance function as above. By enlarging S we may
assume that fi P oSrXs for all i, and by enlarging it further we may assume
that the support of Φ is the product of
ś
vRS Xpovq with a compact subset
of
ś
vPS Xpkvq. By the assumption, the functions fi generate an ideal whose
radical contains J . Therefore, pfiqi Ą J
n for some J and hence for each j there
are hij P oSrXs such that:
pf 1jq
n “
ÿ
i
hijfi
Therefore for v R S and xv P Xpovq we have:
dZ,vpxvq
n ď max
i
|fipxq|,
and for v P S we can find Cv such that |hijpxvq|v ď Cv if x is in the support of
Φ. Therefore, for x in the support of Φ we have:ź
v
pmax
i
|fipxvq|vq
´1 ď
ź
vPS
C´1v ¨ dZpxq
´n.
Vice versa, if Φ is known to be polynomially bounded by dZpxq
´1 then it is
bounded by a constant times dZpxq
´n for some n (since dZpxq is bounded in
the support of Φ), which implies the bound of the assumption. e
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3.1.7 Proof of Proposition 3.1.3.
Recall that an automorphic function φ is “of moderate growth” if φ !p }g} for
some natural norm } ‚ } on G8. Recall that a “natural norm” is a positive
function on G8 which is polynomially equivalent to }ρpgq} where: ρ denotes
an algebraic embedding G ãÑ GLn, and }g} :“ maxt|g|l8 , |g
´1|l8u on GLnpk8q
(where | ‚ |l8 denotes the operator norm for the standard representation of GLn
on l8pt1, . . . , nuq).
Assume without loss of generality that Φ “ bvΦv, with Φv P SpXvq, and let
SΦ “
ś
SΦv where SΦv is the support of Φv in Xpkvq (a compact subset).
The claim of the Proposition will follow from (3.9) if, in addition, we establish
that (for g P G8 and x P X
`pAkq):
• #pX`pkq X SΦgq !p }g}.
• pinf dZpX`pkqgqq
´1
!p }g}.
Indeed, assuming these properties we have:
θpΦ, gq “
ÿ
γPX`pkq
pg ¨Φqpγq ď #pX`pkq X SΦg
´1q ¨ sup
xPX`pkq
|Φpxgq| !p
!p }g} ¨
ˆ
inf
xPX`pkq
dZpxgq
˙´1
!p }g} ¨ }g}.
The first property is standard, and follows from the analogous claim for GLn
(after fixing an equivariant embedding of X in the vector space of a represen-
tation of G), since SΦ is a compact subset of XpAkq.
To prove the second property, we may assume that the elements fi P krXs
defining dZ span over k a G-invariant spaceM Ă krXs and that the norm on G8
is induced by the l8ptfiuiq-operator norm on GLpM8q. (If the homomorphism
G Ñ GLpMq is not injective, then this l8 norm is bounded by some natural
norm on G8, which is enough for the proof of this property.) Then for every
x P X8 and g P G8 we have:
}g}´1 ¨ dZ,8pxq ď dZ,8px ¨ gq ď }g} ¨ dZ,8pxq
(where we keep assuming that dZ is defined by a basis for M).
We apply this to points x P X`pF q. Notice that for every x P X`pkq we
have fipxq P k and ‰ 0 for at least one i, hence dZpxq “
ś
v maxi |fipxq|v ě
maxi
ś
v |fipxq|v “ 1. Therefore, we have: dZ,8px¨gq ě }g}
´1 ¨dZ,8pxq ě }g}
´1.
3.2 Conjectural properties of the Schwartz space
We saw in Proposition 3.1.4 that, under very mild assumptions on the basic
functions Φ0v, the Mellin transform of the correspondingX-theta series converges
for sufficiently X-positive characters ω. However, there is no reason to expect in
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general that it admits meromorphic continuation to the set of all ω. Indeed, this
often fails for the most naive choice of basic functions, namely the characteristic
functions of X`povq. We discuss an example, which will be encountered again
in §4.5:
3.2.1 Example. Let G “ pPGL2q
3 ˆGm, and let H denote the subgroup:"ˆ
a x1
1
˙
ˆ
ˆ
a x2
1
˙
ˆ
ˆ
a x3
1
˙
ˆ a
ˇˇˇˇ
x1 ` x2 ` x3 “ 0
*
.
If we defined the local Schwartz space to be equal to C8c pHvzGvq, with basic
function Φv “the characteristic function of pHzGqpovq (which is equal to the
characteristic function of a single Gpovq-orbit), then, as we will explain in more
detail in §4.2, the integral of a cusp form agains an X-Eisenstein series is equal
to the period integral of a cusp form on G over HpkqzHpAkq, and the usual
“unfolding” method shows that this can be written as:ż
A
ˆ
k
W1
ˆ
a
1
˙
W2
ˆ
a
1
˙
W3
ˆ
a
1
˙
|a|sda,
where theWi’s are Whittaker functions of cusp forms on PGL2 and the parame-
ter s depends on the restriction of the given representation to GmpAkq (assumed
to factor through the absolute value map, for simplicity). For ℜpsq large this
integral can be written as a convergent Euler product of the analogous local
integrals.
An explicit but lengthy computation shows that, if theWip1q are normalized
to be equal to 1, if a, b, c denote the Satake parameters of the three PGL2-cusp
forms (considered as elements in Cˆ, well defined up to inverse), and if we set
Q “ q´
3
2
´s then the local unramified factors of this Euler product are equal,
for a certain choice of measure on Aˆk , equal to:
p´1` 3Q2 ` 3Q4 ´Q6q ` pQ2 `Q4qpa2 ` a´2 ` b2 ` b´2 ` c2 ` c´2qś
σ“pσ1,σ2,σ3qPt˘1u3
p1´Qaσ1bσ2cσ3q
´
2Q3pa` a´1qpb ` b´1qpc` c´1qś
σ“pσ1,σ2,σ3qPt˘1u3
p1´Qaσ1bσ2cσ3q
The denominator of this expression is very pleasant (it is equal to the denom-
inator of the tensor product L-function of the three cuspidal representations),
but the numerator does not represent an L-function and it would be unrea-
sonable to expect that its Euler product admits meromorphic continuation.
Therefore, this was not the correct Schwartz space.
The conjectures that follow are very speculative, but will provide the suitable
ground for unifying various methods of integral representations of L-functions.
There are several reasonable assumptions that one could impose on the spherical
variety, the strongest of which would be that for every irreducible admissible
representation π of GpAkq we have: dimGpAkqpπ,C
8pX`pAkqqq ď 1. At the
very minimum, we require from now on that the arithmetic multiplicity (§2.1)
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of X is trivial. Equivalently, at every place v there is a unique open Bpkvq-orbit,
and this also implies that generic G-stabilizers are connected6 and therefore, at
almost every (finite) place v, the space X`povq is homogeneous under Gpovq.
3.2.2 Conjecture. Given an affine spherical variety X over k with trivial
arithmetic multiplicity, there exists a Schwartz space SpXpAkqq, in the sense
described above, such that:
• The basic functions Φ0v factor through the map of the generalized Cartan
decomposition:
tGpovq-orbits on X
`
v u Ñ Λ
`
X
and as functions on Λ`X are equal to the functions obtained via the function-
sheaf correspondence from the “basic sheaf” of Gaitsgory and Nadler, as
will be explained in 3.3.3.
• For every Φ P SpXpAkqq, the X-Eisenstein series EpΦ, ω, gq, originally
defined for sufficiently X-positive characters, admits a meromorphic con-
tinuation everywhere.
3.2.3 Remarks. 1. The first property could be taken as the definition of the
basic function, if one knew that the functions obtained from the Gaitsgory-
Nadler sheaf are independent of some choices, which we will explain in
§3.3.3. In any case, such a definition would be very ad hoc and not useful;
one hopes that there exists an alternative construction of the Schwartz
space, as in [BK98].
2. The property of meromorphic continuation is mostly dependent on the ba-
sic vectors and not on the whole Schwartz space; for instance, at a finite
number of places we may replace any function with a function whose (lo-
ceal) Mellin transform is a meromorphic multiple of the Mellin transform
of the original function without affecting the meromorphicity property.
Therefore, the properties do not determine the Schwartz space uniquely;
they should hold, for instance, if we take SpXvq to be the G-space gener-
ated by the basic vector and C8c pX
`
v q.
3. The fact that the theta series is defined with reference to the group G
(since we are summing over the k-points of its open orbit) certainly seems
unnatural; it would be more “geometric” to sum over the k-points of the
open subvariety where ZpXq acts faithfully. However, this does not affect
the validity of Conjecture 3.2.2, since one case can be inferred from the
other by induction on the dimension of X .
The conjecture about meromorphic continuation of the Mellin transform is
a very strong one (cf. §4.5 for an example) and, in fact, is not even known in the
case of usual Eisenstein series, i.e. the case of X “ UP zG
aff
, where UP is the
6If H is not connected then we have a finite cover: H0zG Ñ HzG which gives rise to a
finite cover of the associated open B-orbits. But this implies that the B-stabilizer Bx of a
generic point is not connected, hence H1pk,Bxq ‰ 0, and therefore pBxzBq pkq Ľ BxpkqzBpkq.
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unipotent radical of a parabolic P (except when P is a Borel subgroup). We now
formulate a weaker conjecture which says that the X-Eisenstein series can be
continued meromorphically “as functionals on the space of automorphic forms”.
In fact, the precise interpretation of them as functionals on the whole space of
automorphic forms would require a theory similar to the spectral decomposition
of the relative trace formula, which lies beyond the scope of the present paper.
Therefore, we confine ourselves to the cuspidal component of this functional.
(Notice, however, that there are a lot of interesting examples which have zero
cuspidal contribution, e.g. X “ Sp2nzGL2n.)
3.2.4 Conjecture (Weak form). Same assumptions as in Conjecture 3.2.2, but
the second property is replaced by the following:
• For every cusp form φ on GpkqzGpAkq, the integral:ż
rGs
φ ¨ ωpgqθpΦ, gqdg (3.10)
originally defined for sufficiently X-positive idele class characters ω of G,
admits meromorphic continuation to the space of all idele class characters
of G.
3.2.5 Remark. Following up on the third remark of 3.2.3, we will see in Proposi-
tion 4.4.3 that for the large class of wavefront spherical varieties (see §2.1), the
integral (3.10) is the same whether the theta series is defined by summation over
X`pkq or over the largest subvariety where ZpXq acts faithfully. The reason is a
phenomenon that has frequently been observed in the Rankin-Selberg method,
namely that the stabilizers of points in all but the open orbit contain unipotent
radicals of proper parabolics. Although this is not a feature of the Rankin-
Selberg method only, we present the proof there in order not to interrupt the
exposition here.
3.3 Geometric models and the basic function
We now discuss the geometric models and explain the first requirement of Con-
jecture 3.2.2. The models that we are about to discuss are relevant to a spherical
variety X over an equal-characteristic local field F , and are not local, but global
in nature.
3.3.1 The Gaitsgory-Nadler spaces [GN10].
Let X be an affine spherical variety over C, and let C be a smooth complete
complex algebraic curve. Consider the ind-stack Z of meromorphic quasimaps
which, by definition, classifies data:
pc,PG, σq
where c P C, PG is a principal G-bundle on C, and σ is a section: C r tcu Ñ
PG ˆG X whose image is not contained in X rX`. Clearly, Z is fibered over
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C (projection to the first factor). It is a stack of infinite type, however it is a
union of open substacks of finite type, each being the quotient of a scheme by
an affine group, and therefore one can define intersection cohomology sheaves
on it without a problem.
The same definitions can be given if G,X are defined over a finite field F.
To any quasimap one can associate an element of X`pKq{GpOq (where
O “ Crrtss,K “ Cpptqq) as follows: Choose a trivialization of PG in a for-
mal neighborhood of c and an identification of this formal neighborhood with
spec pOq – then the section σ defines a point in X`pKq, which depends on
the choices made. The corresponding coset in X`pKq{GpOq is independent of
choices.
This allows us to stratify our space according to the stratification, provided
by Theorem 2.3.1, of X`pKq{GpOq. We only describe some of the strata here:
For θ P Λ`X , let Z
θ denote the quasimaps of the form pc,PG, σ : C r tcu Ñ
PGˆGX`q which correspond to the coset θ P X`pKq{GpOq at c. Then Zθ can
be thought of as a (global) geometric model for that coset. The basic stratum
Z0 consists of quasimaps of the form pc P C,PG, σ : C Ñ PG ˆG X`q. Notice
that these sub-stacks do not depend on the compactification X of X`. Their
closure, though, does. For instance, the closure of Z0 can be identified with an
open substack in the quotient stack XC{GC over C, namely the stack whose
S-objects are S-objects of XC{GC but not of pX r X
`qC{GC . These are the
quasimaps for which the corresponding point in X`pKq{GpOq lies in the image
of X`pKqXXpOq. Hence, the closure of Z0 should be thought of as a geometric
model for X`pKq XXpOq.
Since the spaces of Gaitsgory and Nadler are global in nature, it is in fact
imprecise to say that they are geometric models for local spaces. However, their
singularities are expected to model the singularities of GpOq-invariant subsets
of X`pKq.
3.3.2 Drinfeld’s compactifications.
The spaces of Gaitsgory and Nadler described above are (slightly modified)
generalizations of spaces introduced by Drinfeld in the cases: X “ UP zG
aff
or X “ rP, P szG
aff
, where P Ă G is a proper parabolic and UP its unipotent
radical. The corresponding spaces are denoted byČBunP and BunP , respectively.
Our basic references here are [BrGa02, BFGM02]. The only differences between
the definition of these stacks and the stacks Z of Gaitsgory and Nadler are that
the section σ has to be defined on all C, and it does not have a distinguished
point c. Therefore, for a quasimap in Drinfeld’s spaces and any point c P C the
corresponding element of X`pKq{GpOq has to belong to the cosets which belong
to XpOq. (These will be described later when we review the computations of
[BFGM02].)
This particular case is very important to us because it is related to Eisenstein
series, and moreover the intersection cohomology sheaf of the “basic stratum”
has been computed (when G,X are defined over F).
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3.3.3 The basic function
We return to the setting where X is an affine spherical variety for a split group
G over a local, non-archimedean field F whose ring of integers we denote by
o and whose (finite) residue field we denote by F. We assume that X , G and
the completions X¯, Xˆ introduced before have the properties of Proposition 2.3.5
over o, and denote K “ Gpoq. The goal is to define the “basic function” Φ0
on X`pF q, which will be K-invariant and supported in Xpoq. This function
will factor through the map X`pF q{K Ñ Λ`X of Theorem 2.3.8. The idea is to
define a function on Λ`X using equal-characteristic models of X .
Define the Gaitsgory-Nadler stack Z as in §3.3.1 over F. Since, by assump-
tion, XF has a completion X¯F with the properties of Proposition 2.3.5 (and,
hence, the same holds for the base change XFrrtss), the generalized Cartan de-
composition 2.3.8 holds forGpFrrtssq-orbits onX`pF pptqqq: they admit a natural
map onto Λ`X . Hence the strata Z
θ of Z are well-defined over F. Let IC0 denote
the intersection cohomology sheaf of the closure of the basic stratum Z0 (how
exactly to normalize it is not important at this point, since we will normalize
the corresponding function). We will obtain the value of our function at λˇ P Λ`X
as trace of Frobenius acting on the stalk of IC0 at an F-object xλˇ in the stratum
Z λˇ. However, since these strata are only locally of finite type, and not of pure
dimension, we must be careful to make compatible choices of points as λˇ varies.
(It is expected that IC0 is locally constant on the strata – this will be discussed
below.)
The compatibility condition is related to the natural requirement that the
action of the unramified Hecke algebra on the functions which will be obtained
from sheaves is compatible, via the function-sheaf correspondence, with the ac-
tion of its geometric counterpart on sheaves. First of all, let us fix a quasimap
x0 “ pc0,P0, σ0q in the F-objects of the basic stratum Z0. Now consider the sub-
category Zx0 of Z consisting of F-quasimaps pc0,PG, σq with the property that
there exists an isomorphism ι : P0|Crtc0u
„
Ñ PG|Crtc0u (inducing isomorphisms
between P0 ˆG X and PG ˆG X , also to be denoted by ι) such that σ “ ι ˝ σ0.
Hence, the objects in Zx0 are those obtained from x0 via meromorphic Hecke
modifications at the point c0 [GN10, §4].
For each λˇ P Λ`X , pick an object xλˇ P Zx0 which belongs to the stratum Z
λˇ.
We define the basic function Φ0 on Λ`X to be:
Φ0pλˇq “ c ¨
ÿ
i
p´1qi trpFr, HipIC0xλˇqq (3.11)
where IC0xλˇ denotes the stalk of IC
0 at xλˇ and Fr denotes the geometric Frobe-
nius. The constant c (independent of λˇ) is chosen such that Φ0p0q “ 1.
Now we return to XpF q and we identify Φ0 with a K-invariant function on
X`pF q (also to be denoted by Φ0) via the stratification of Theorem 2.3.8.
This is the “basic function” of Conjecture 3.2.2 at the given place. The defi-
nition implies that the support of the basic function is contained in Xpoq, since
the closure of the basic stratum includes the stratum Zθ only if θ corresponds
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to a Gpoq-orbit belonging to Xpoq. The independence of choices of the basic
function is widely expected but, in the absence of suitable finite-dimensional
geometric models, not known. We impose it as an assumption, together with
other properties that should naturally follow from the properties of intersection
cohomology if one had suitable local models. Notice that for X “ UP zG
aff
or
X “ rP, P szG
aff
, one could have used instead the Drinfeld models of 3.3.2 to
define the basic function.
3.3.4 Assumption. 1. The basic function Φ0 on X`pF q is well-defined and
independent of:
• the choices of objects xλˇ;
• (if X “ UP zG
aff
or X “ rP, P szG
aff
) which model of §3.3 one uses
to define them;
• the group G acting on X; more precisely, if G1, G2 act on X and
we denote by X`1 , X
`
2 the open orbits, then the restriction of Φ
0 to
X`1 pF q XX
`
2 pF q should be the same.
2. If Z is an affine homogeneous spherical G-variety and p : X Ñ Z a
surjective equivariant morphism then the basic function on X, evaluated
at any point x P X`pF q XXpoq, is equal to the basic function of the fiber
of p over ppxq (considered as a Gppxq-spherical variety).
We also discuss how to deduce the growth assumption on elements of the
Schwartz space (§3.1) for the basic function. Assume now that X is defined
globally over a number field k, and fix a finite set of places S0 and suitable
oS0-models as in Proposition 2.3.5. Recall (§3.1.5) that these models define a
distance function dZ “
ś
vRS0
dZ,v from Z “ X rX
` on
ś
vRS0
Xpovq.
3.3.5 Proposition. Assume that there are a χ P X pXq b R such that for all
places v and all λˇ P Λ`X :
|Φ0vpλˇq| ď q
〈χ,λˇ〉
v
(where qv “ |Fv|). Then there is a natural number n such that:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ź
vRS0
Φ0vpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď pdZpxqq´n
for all x P X`pAS0k q.
Here AS0k denotes the adeles outside of S0. Of course, the function is zero
off
ś
vRS0
Xpovq so the extension of the distance function off integral points of
X plays no role in the statement.
Proof. First of all, we claim:
The local distance function dZ,v on Xpovq is Gpovq-invariant.
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Indeed, Gpovq preserves the ideal of Z in ovrXs and therefore its image in ov
under any ov-point.
Hence, since both dZ and
ś
vRS0
Φ0v are
ś
vRS0
Gpovq-invariant, it suffices to
prove the proposition for a set of representatives of
ś
vRS0
Gpovq-orbits in the
support of
ś
vRS0
Φ0v, namely elements of AXpA
S0
k q which at every place v have
image in Λˇ`X X CpXq.
Let Y denote the “standard oS0-model” of the affine toric embedding of
AX corresponding to the cone Λˇ
`
X X CpXq. By assumption (see Proposition
2.3.5), there is a morphism Y Ñ X . Therefore, if Y1 denotes the complement
of the open orbit on Y , the corresponding distance functions on AXpkvq, for
every v R S0, compare as: dZ,v ď dY1,v. On the other hand, clearly, for every
χ P X pXq b R there is a natural number n such that for all v R S0 we have
d´nY1,v ě q
〈χ,λˇ〉
v on AXpkvq X Y povq. The claim follows.
4 Periods and the Rankin-Selberg method
4.1 Pre-flag bundles
We are about to describe the geometric structure which gives rise to Rankin-
Selberg integrals. We hasten to clarify, and it will probably be clear to the
reader, that it is not a very natural structure from the general point of view
that we have taken thus far, and its occurence should be seen as a coincidence.
Indeed, the structure is not defined in terms of the original group G, but in
terms of a possibly different group G˜, and relies on being able to decompose the
variety by a sequence of maps with simple, easily identifiable fibers.
We keep assuming that ZpGq0
„
ÝÑ ZpXq. We will say that an affine spherical
G-variety X has the structure of a pre-flag bundle if it is the affine closure of a
G-stable subvariety X˜`, which has the following structure:
1. X˜` is homogeneous under a reductive group G˜;
2. there is a diagram of homogeneous G˜-varieties with surjective morphisms:
X˜`§§đL-torsor
Y˜§§đfiber over yPY is a flag variety for G˜y
Y ( » G1yzG
1 » G˜yzG˜ with G
1
y, G˜y reductive).
where:
• Y is an affine, G˜-homogeneous variety (called the base of the pre-flag
bundle);
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• Y˜ is proper over Y (hence the fiber over y P Y is a flag variety for
G˜y);
• Y˜ is the quotient of X˜` by the free, G˜-equivariant action of a reduc-
tive group L which contains ZpXq;
• L is an almost direct factor of G.
4.1.1 Remark. The groupG1 has been inserted in the diagram for later reference.
It is supposed to belong to an almost direct decomposition G “ L ¨ G1 and it
necessarily acts transitively on Y , since ZpXq acts trivially on Y while, on the
other hand, it retracts all points onto a homogeneous subvariety by Proposition
2.2.6.
Hence, the notion of a pre-flag bundle combines the notion of a homogeneous
affine variety (which here is the base Y ), with the notion of a pre-flag variety, i.e.
a quasi-affine quotient of N2zG2 by a subgroup of M2, whereM2N2 is the Levi
decomposition of a parabolic of G2 (here, the fibers over Y are such,7 setting
G2=the stabilizer of a point on Y ). Of course, each of these constituents can
be trivial, for instance Y can be a point (in which case we are dealing with a
pre-flag variety, but possibly for a different group than G), or X could be equal
to Y (in which case we are dealing with affine homogeneous varieties).
In this paper we will additionally impose the condition, without mentioning
it further, that the fiber X˜`y over y P Y is a product of varieties rPi, PiszGi
or of the form UPizGi, where
ś
iGi “ G˜y. This extra condition will allow us
to restrict our discussion to Eisenstein series induced either from cusp forms
or from characters of parabolic subgroups, and to use the computations of
[BFGM02]. Notice that the dual group of L acts on the unipotent radical
of the dual parabolic to P˜y inside of the dual group of G˜y; indeed the quotient
P˜y ։ L gives rise to a homomorphism: LˇÑ
ˇ˜
Ly, where
ˇ˜
Ly is the standard Levi
dual to P˜y. We let uˇP˜ denote
8 the Lie algebra of the unipotent radical of the
parabolic dual to P˜y, considered as a representation of Lˇ.
The requirement that G˜ commutes with the action of ZpXq (by the condition
ZpXq Ă L) is meant to allow us to the ZpXq-Mellin transforms ofX-theta series
to usual Eisenstein series on G˜y induced from P˜y.
7Notice that L is necessarily a quotient of a Levi subgroup of G˜y . Indeed, if we write as
X˜`y “ H˜yzG˜y Ñ P˜yzG˜y the map between the fibers of X˜
`, resp. X˜`{L over y P Y , where
P˜y is a parabolic of G˜y, then L can be identified with a subgroup of AutG˜y pXyq preserving
the fiber of this map, that is with a subgroup of N
P˜y
pH˜yq{H˜y . Since it acts transitively on
the fibers of this map, it follows that H˜y must be normal in P˜y, and L must be the quotient
P˜y{H˜y. Since L is reductive, this also implies that H˜y contains the unipotent radical of P˜y .
8It would be more correct to consider only what will later be denoted by uˇf
P˜
for those factors
of X˜`y that are of the form rPi, Pis backslashGi, but that does not make any difference for
the statement of Theorem 4.1.3 below, since we are only using uˇ
P˜
to require the meromorphic
continuation of an L-function, and the difference if we took uˇf
P˜
instead would just be some
abelian L-function.
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4.1.2 Example. The variety Matn for GLnˆGLn (n ě 2) is a pre-flag variety,
and more generally so is any N -dimensional vector space (here N “ n2) with
a linear G-action, as it is equal to the affine closure of PNzGLN (with PN the
mirabolic subgroup). Notice, however, that an n`m-dimensional vector space
(n,m ě 2) can be considered as a pre-flag variety for both G˜ “ GLn`m and
G˜ “ GLnˆGLm; which one we will choose will depend on which torus action
we will consider (i.e. what is ZpXq). For instance, for the second possibility,
decomposing the given vector space as X “ V “ Vn ‘ Vm we have:
1. Y= a point;
2. X˜` “ pVn r t0uq ˆ pVm r t0uq;
3. G˜ “ GLpVnq ˆGLpVmq;
4. L “ ZpXq “ GmˆGm, the two copies acting on Vn and Vm, respectively;
5. and we can take G “ G˜ (with L identified as its center), or any subgroup
thereof which contains the center and acts spherically.
From our point of view, whether a spherical variety is a pre-flag bundle or
not is a matter of “chance” and in fact should be irrelevant as far as properties
of X-theta series and their applications go – the fundamental object is just X
as a G-variety, and not its structure of a pre-flag bundle. We will try to provide
support for this point of view in §4.5. However, in absence of a general proof
of Conjecture 3.2.2, this is the only case where its validity, in the weaker form
of Conjecture 3.2.4, can be proven. Moreover, the concept of pre-flag bundles
is enough to explain a good part of the Rankin-Selberg method.
We assume throughout in this section that the local Schwartz spaces SpXvq
are the G-spaces generated by the “basic function”, which we extract from
computations on Drinfeld spaces (outside of a finite number of places), and by
functions in C8c pX
`
v q obtained as convolutions of delta functions with smooth,
compactly supported measures on Gv. (At non-archimedean places, such func-
tions span C8c pXvq.) The main result of this section is the following:
4.1.3 Theorem. Assume that X is a wavefront spherical variety with trivial
arithmetic multiplicity which has the structure of a a pre-flag bundle, and let τ
vary over a holomorphic family of cuspidal automorphic representations of G
(i.e. an irreducible cuspidal representation twisted by idele class characters of
the group). Let τ1 denote the isomorphism class of the restriction of τ to L, and
assume that for some finite set of places S the partial L-function LSpτ1, uˇP˜ , 1q
has meromorphic continuation everywhere (as τ varies in this family).
Then Conjecture 3.2.4 holds for φ P τ and SpXvq as described above.
We prove this theorem in §4.4 by appealing to the meromorphic continuation
of usual Eisenstein series, after explicitly describing the basic vectors accord-
ing to the computations of intersection cohomology sheaves on Drinfeld spaces
in [BFGM02]. However, the application of the meromorphic continuation of
Eisenstein series is not completely trivial as in some cases we have to use the
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theory of spherical varieties to show that as we “unfold” this integral certain
summands vanish (in the language often used in the theory of Rankin-Selberg
integrals: certain G-orbits on X are “negligible”). We start by demonstrating
an extreme case, which gives rise to period integrals.
4.2 Period integrals
First consider the extreme case of a pre-flag bundle with trivial fibers: Namely,
choosing a point x0 P Xpkq, we have X “ HzG with H “ Gx0 reductive.
Then at each place v R S0 the basic function is the characteristic function of
Xpovq, and we may assume that SpXpAkqq “ C8c pXpAkqq. The multiplicity-
freeness assumption of §3.2 implies, in particular, that at almost every place
Gpovq acts transitively on Xpovq. Then we can take Φ P SpXpAkqq of the form
Φ “ h ‹ δx0 where h P HpGpAkqq, the Hecke algebra of compactly supported
smooth measures on GpAkq, and δx0 is the delta function at x0 (considered as
a generalized function).
Then, if hˇ denotes the adjoint to h element of HpGpAkqq, the integral:ż
GpkqzGpAkq
φ ¨ ωpgqθpΦ, gqdg
of Conjecture 3.2.4 is equal to:ż
HpkqzHpAkq
phˇ ‹ φq ¨ ωpgqdg. (4.1)
This is called a period integral, and such integrals have been studied extensively.
Hence period integrals are the special case of the pairing of Conjecture 3.2.4
which is obtained from pre-flag bundles with trivial fibers (i.e. affine homoge-
neous spherical varieties).
For example, when X “ GL2, G “ Gm ˆ GL2, with Gm acting as a non-
central torus of GL2 by multiplication on the left, we get the period integral
of Hecke (1.2), discussed in the introduction. All spherical period integrals are
included in the lists of Knop and van Steirteghem [KS06] which we will discuss
in the next section.
4.3 Connection to usual Eisenstein series
4.3.1 Certain stacks and sheaves related to flag varieties
The goal of this subsection is to explicate the basic functions Φ0v for pre-flag
bundles, based on the computations of [BFGM02]. We work with the varieties
X “ rP, P szG
aff
or X “ UP zG
aff
and use the notation of §3.3.2. We do not
aim to give complete definitions of the constructions of loc. cit., but to provide
a guide for the reader who would like to extract from it the parts most relevant
to our present discussion. The final result will be the following formula for the
basic function Φ0 (locally at a non-archimedean place, which we suppress from
the notation):
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4.3.2 Theorem. For X “ HzG in each of the following cases, we have:
• If H “ UP : Φ0 “
ř
iě0 q
´i}SatM `SymipuˇP q˘ ‹ 1HK “
“}SatM ˆ 1
^topp1´ q´1uˇP q
˙
‹ 1HK . (4.2)
• If H “ rP, P s: Φ0 “
ř
iě0 q
´i}SatMab ´SymipuˇfP q¯ ‹ 1HK “
“}SatMab
˜
1
^topp1´ q´1uˇfP q
¸
‹ 1HK . (4.3)
Here }Sat denotes the power series in the Hecke algebra associated by the
Satake isomorphism to the given power series in the representation ring of the
dual group – it will be explained in detail in §4.3.5.
We denote by ΛG,P the lattice of cocharacters of the torusM{rM,M s and by
ΛposG,P the sub-semigroup spanned by the images of ∆ˇr ∆ˇM . For every θ P Λ
pos
G,P
we have a canonical locally closed embedding: jθ : CˆBunP Ñ BunP [BFGM02,
Proposition 1.5]. The image will be denoted by pθqBunP . (Notice: This is not
the same as what is denoted in loc.cit. by θBunP , but rather what is denoted
by UpθqBunP , when Upθq is the trivial partition of θ.) Its preimage in ĄBunP
will be denoted by pθqĄBunP . We have a canonical isomorphism: pθqĄBunP »
BunP ˆBunM H
pθq
M , where H
pθq
M is a stack which will be described below.
4.3.3 Remarks. (i) If X “ rP, P szG
aff
under the Mab “ M{rM,M s ˆ G-
action, then Λ`X can be identified with ΛG,P , and pθqBunP is precisely
the analog of what we denoted by Zw0θ on the Gaitsgory-Nadler stacks,
where w0 is the longest element in the Weyl group of G. The reason that
only θ P ΛposG,P appear is that, as we remarked in §3.3.2, the quasi-maps
on Drinfeld spaces are, by definition, not allowed to have poles. For the
reader who would like to trace this back to the combinatorics of quasi-
affine varieties and their affine closures of §2.2 we mention that the cone
spanned by ρpDq is the cone spanned by the images of ∆ˇr ∆ˇM .
(ii) If X “ UP zG
aff
under the M ˆ G-action then Λ`X » tλˇ P ΛA|
〈
λˇ, α
〉
ď
0 for all α P ∆Mu (where we denote by A the maximal torus of G and by
ΛA its cocharacter lattice). There is a map: ΛX Ñ ΛG,P , and pθqĆBunP
corresponds to the union of the strata Zw0λˇ of Gaitsgory-Nadler, with λˇ
ranging over all the M -dominant preimages of θ.
We have the geometric Satake isomorphism, i.e. a functor Loc : ReppGˇq Ñ
PervpGGq such that the irreducible representation of Gˇ with highest weight λˇ
goes to the intersection cohomology sheaf of a Gpoq-equivariant closed, finite-
dimensional subscheme GG
λˇ
. We will make use of this functor for M , rather
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than G. If V is a representation of Mˇ – assumed “positive”; this has to do with
the fact that we don’t allow poles, but there’s no need to explain it here – and
θ P ΛposG,P then we define Loc
pθqpV q to be LocpVθq, where Vθ is the θ-isotypic
component of V . (We ignore a twist by Qlr1s
`
1
2
˘´1
introduced in [BFGM02],
and modify the results accordingly.)
We now introduce relative, global versions of the above spaces. We denote
by HM the Hecke stack of M . It is related to GM as follows: If we fix a curve C
and a point x P C then, by definition, GM is the functor SchemesÑSets which
associates to every scheme S the set of pairs pFG, βq where FM is a principal
M -bundle over C ˆ S and β is an isomorphism of it outside of pC r txuq ˆ S
with the trivial M -bundle. The relative version of this, as we allow the point
x to move over the curve, is denoted by GM,C , and the relative version of the
latter, as we replace the trivial M -bundle with an arbitrary M -bundle, is HM .
It is fibered over C ˆ BunM .
In loc.cit., p. 389, certain closed, finite-dimensional subschemes G`,θM of GM
are defined for every θ P ΛposG,P which at the level of reduced schemes are iso-
morphic to GM
5pθq
, where 5pθq is an M -dominant coweight associated to θ – the
“least dominant” coweight mapping to θ. The relative versions of those give rise
to substacks H
pθq
M of HM .
For these relative versions we have: Functors LocBunM ,C (resp. Loc
pθq
BunM ,C
)
from ReppMˇq to perverse sheaves on HM (resp. H
pθq
M ) and LocBunP ,C (resp.
Loc
pθq
BunP ,C
) to perverse sheaves on BunP ˆBunM HM (resp. BunP ˆBunM H
pθq
M ),
the latter being ICBunP along the base BunP .
Then the main theorem of [BFGM02] (Theorem 1.12) is a description of the
˚-restriction of ICĆBunP to pθqĄBunP » BunPˆBunMHpθqM . Moreover, Theorem 7.3
does the same thing for ICBunP and pθqBunP » C ˆ BunP . The normalization
of IC sheaves is that they are pure of weight 0; i.e. for a smooth variety Y of
dimension n we have ICY »
`
Ql
`
1
2
˘
r1s
˘bn
, where Ql
`
1
2
˘
is a fixed square root
of q.
4.3.4 Theorem ([BFGM02], Theorems 1.12 and 7.3). The ˚-restriction of
ICĆBunP to pθqĄBunP » BunP ˆBunM HpθqM is equal to:
Loc
pθq
BunP ,C
`
‘iě0 Sym
ipuˇP q bQlpiqr2is
˘
. (4.4)
The *-restriction of ICBunP to pθqBunP » C ˆ BunP is equal to:
IC
pθqBunP
b Loc
´
‘iě0 Sym
ipuˇfP qθ bQlpiqr2is
¯
. (4.5)
Here uˇP denotes the adjoint representation of Mˇ on the unipotent radical
of the parabolic dual to P . Moreover, uˇfP denotes the subspace which is fixed
under the nilpotent endomorphism f of a principal sl2-triple ph, e, fq in the Lie
algebra of Mˇ . For the definition of LocpV q, which takes into account the grading
on V arising from the h-action, cf. loc.cit., §7.1.
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4.3.5 The corresponding functions
Let us fix certain normalized Satake isomorphisms. As before, our local, non-
archimedean field is denoted by F , its ring of integers by oF , and our groups are
assumed to have reductive models over oF . As usual, we normalize the action of
MpF q (resp. MabpF q) on functions on pHzGqpF q where H “ UP (resp. rP, P s)
so that it is unitary on L2ppHzGqpF qq:
m ¨ fpHpF qgq “ δ
1
2
P pmqfpHpF qm
´1gq, (4.6)
where δP is the modular character of P . We let M0 “ MpoF q, and normalize
the (classical) Satake isomorphism as follows:
• For the Hecke algebra HpM,M0q in the usual way:
SatM : CrMˇ s
Mˇ » CrRepMˇ s
„
ÝÑ HpM,M0q
where CrRepMˇ s is the Grothendieck algebra over C of the category of
algebraic representations of Mˇ .
• For the Hecke algebra HpMab,Mab0 q we shift the usual Satake isomor-
phism: HpMab,Mab0 q » CrZpMˇqs » CrRepZpMˇqs by e
´ρM , where ρM
denotes half the sum of positive roots of M . In other words, if h is a
compactly supported measure on MpF q{M0, considered (canonically) as
a linear combination of cocharacters of Mab and hence as a regular func-
tion f on the center ZpMˇq of its dual group, then we will assign to h the
function z ÞÑ fpeρM zq on the subvariety e´ρMZpMˇq of Gˇ:
SatMab : Cre
´ρMZpMˇqs
„
ÝÑ HpMab,Mab0 q.
Let 1HK denote the characteristic function of HzHK (where K “ GpoF q),
and consider the action map: HpM,M0q Ñ C8c ppUP zGqpF qq
M0ˆK , respectively
HpMab,Mab0 q Ñ C
8
c pprP, P szGqpF qq
K given by h ÞÑ h ‹ 1HK . The map is
bijective, and identifies the module C8c ppHzGqpF qq
M0ˆK with CrMˇsMˇ , resp.
Cre´ρMZpMˇqs. Our normalization of the Satake isomorphism is such that this
is compatible with the Satake isomorphism for G, SatG : HpG,Kq “ CrGˇsGˇ “
CrReppGˇqs, in the sense that for f P CrGˇsGˇ we have:
SatGpfq ‹ 1HK “}SatM or Mabpfq ‹ 1HK .
Here and later, by the symbol hˇ we will be denoting the adjoint of the element
h in a Hecke algebra. Its appearance is due to the the definition (4.6) of the
action of M as a right action on the space and a left action on functions. We
extend the “Sat” notation to the fraction field of CrRepMˇ s (and, respectively, of
Cre´ρMZpMˇqs), where SatM or MabpRq (with R in the fraction field) is thought
of as a power series in the Hecke algebra.
Returning to the Drinfeld spaces discussed in the previous subsection, let
FfpEqpxq :“
ř
ip´1q
i trpFr, HipExqq denote the alternating sum of the trace of
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Frobenius acting on the homology of the stalks of a perverse sheaf (Ff stands for
“faisceaux-fonctions”). As in §3.3.3, we fix an object x0 on the basic stratum,
a point c0 P C (recall that in the definition of Drinfeld’s spaces, quasimaps do
not have distinguished points) and we evaluate FfpEq, where E “ ICĆBunP or
ICBunP , only at objects xλˇ which are obtained by M ˆG-Hecke modifications
at c0. This way, and using the Iwasawa decomposition, we obtain our basic
function Φ0, which is an M0 ˆK-invariant function on pHzGqpF q. Recall that
it is by definition normalized such that Φ0pHzH1q “ 1.
The study of the Hecke corresponences in [BrGa02] implies that
FfpLocBunP ,CpV qq “
}SatM pV q ‹ FfpLocBunP ,Cp1qq
if H “ UP , and
FfpLocpV qq “}SatMab pV q ‹ FfpLocp1qq
if H “ rP, P s.
4.3.6 Remark. The “unitary” normalization of the action ofM is already present
in the sheaf-theoretic setting as follows: Suppose that an object xλˇ belongs to
pλˇqBunP and can be obtained from x0 via Hecke modifications at the distin-
guished object of x0. Then the dimension of pλˇqBunP » C ˆ BunP at xλˇ is〈
λˇ, 2ρP
〉
less than that of p0qBunP around x0, where ρP denotes the half-sum
of roots in the unipotent radical of P , i.e. δP “ e
2ρP . Hence, by the aforemen-
tioned normalization of IC sheaves, the contribution of the factor ICpλˇqBunP
(via Theorem 4.3.4) to Φ0pλˇq will be q〈λˇ,ρP 〉 times the contribution of the factor
ICp0qBunP to Φ
0p0q. Similarly for the strata of ĄBunP .
Thus, Theorem 4.3.4 translates to the statement of Theorem 4.3.2:
• If H “ UP : Φ0 “
ř
iě0 q
´i}SatM `SymipuˇP q˘ ‹ 1HK “
“}SatM ˆ 1
^topp1 ´ q´1uˇP q
˙
‹ 1HK .
• If H “ rP, P s: Φ0 “
ř
iě0 q
´i}SatMab ´SymipuˇfP q¯ ‹ 1HK “
“}SatMab
˜
1
^topp1´ q´1uˇfP q
¸
‹ 1HK .
Notice that in the last expression uˇfP is considered as a representation of the max-
imal torus Aˇ of Mˇ determined by the principal sl2-triple ph, e, fq and, by restrict-
ing its character to the subvariety e´ρMZpMˇq, as an element of HpMab,Mab0 q.
This is the case studied in [BK02], and Φ0 is the function denoted by cP,0 there.
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4.3.7 Connection to Eisenstein series
Now we discuss our main conjecture when the variety is X “ UP zG
aff
or X “
rP, P szG
aff
under the (normalized) action of M ˆ G, resp. Mab ˆ G. In the
latter case, our Eisenstein series EpΦ, ω, gq are the usual (degenerate, if P is not
the Borel) principal Eisenstein series normalized as in [BK98, BK02], and hence
EpΦ, ω, gq is indeed meromorphic for all ω.
It will be useful to recall how these meromorphic sections are related to
the more usual sections Epf, ω, gq, which are defined in the same way but with
f P C8c pprP, P szGqpAkqq. We assume that Φ “
ś
v Φv, f “
ś
v fv and S is a
finite set of places (including S0) such that for v R S we have Φv “ Φ
0
v and
fv “ f
0
v :“ 1UzGpovq. Let us also assume for simplicity that for v P S we
have Φv “ fv (a finite number of places certainly do not affect meromorphicity
properties). Clearly, for EpΦ, ω, gq and Epf, ω, gq to be non-zero the character ω
must be unramified outside of S. Then by the results of the previous paragraph
we have:
EpΦ, ω, gq “ LSpe´ρMω, uˇfP , 1qEpf, ω, gq (4.7)
where LSpe´ρMω, uˇfP , 1q denotes the value at 1 of the partial (abelian) L-function
corresponding to the representation uˇfP , whose local factors (at each place v) are
considered as rational functions on the maximal torus Aˇ Ă Mˇ and evaluated at
the point e´ρMωv P e
´ρMZpMˇq Ă Aˇ.
Now let us consider the case X “ UP zG
aff
. We let τ vary over a holomorphic
family of cuspidal representations of M ˆG and let τ ÞÑ φτ be a meromorphic
section; write τ “ τ1bτ2 according to the decomposition of the groupMˆG, and
assume that, accordingly, φτ “ φτ1bφτ2 , a pure tensor. Assume for the moment
that the central character of τ is sufficiently X-positive. If in the notation of
Conjecture 3.2.4 we replace the group G by the group M ˆG, and perform the
integration of the conjecture, but only over the factor MpkqzMpAkq, then this
integral can be written as:ż
MpkqzMpAkq
φτ pm, gqθpΦ, pm, gqqdm “
“ φτ2pgq
ż
MpkqzMpAkq
φτ1pmqθpΦ, pm, gqqdm. (4.8)
It is valued in the space of functions on GpkqzGpAkq. If Eis : I
GpAkq
P pAkq
pτ1q Ñ
C8pGpkqzGpAkqq denotes the usual Eisenstein operator, then by unfolding the
last integral we see that it is equal to the Eisenstein series:
EM pΦ, φ1, gq :“ Eis
˜ż
MpAkq
φτ1pmqpm ¨ Φqdm
¸
pgq (4.9)
hence the connection to usual Eisenstein series.
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4.3.8 Proposition. Assume that the partial L-function LSpτ1, uˇP , 1q (for some
large enough S) has meromorphic everywhere as τ1 is twisted by characters of
M . Then the expression (4.8) admits meromorphic continuation to all τ1.
Proof. By the meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series, it is enough to
show that the integral pΦ, φτ1q ÞÑ
ş
MpAkq
φτ1pmqpm ¨ Φqdm, which represents a
morphism: ιτ1 : SpUP zGpAkqq Ñ I
GpAkq
P pAkq
pτ1q, admits meromorphic continuation
in τ1. This would be the case if Φ was in C
8
c pUP zGpAkqq. The analogous
morphism: C8c pUP zGpAkqq Ñ I
GpAkq
P pAkq
pτ1q will also be denoted by ιτ1 .
Again, we let S be a finite set of places containing S0 and take functions
Φ “
ś
Φv P SpUP zGpAkqq and f “
ś
v fv P C
8
c pUP zGpAkqq such that for v R S
Φv “ Φ
0
v is the basic M0 ˆ K-invariant function of the previous paragraph,
fv “ f
0
v “ 1UPK and for v P S we have Φv “ fv (for simplicity). Moreover, we
assume that τ1 is unramified for v R S, otherwise the integral will be zero.
We saw previously that Φ0v “
}SatM ´ 1^topp1´q´1uˇP q¯‹f0v . By definition of the
Satake isomorphism and the equivariance of ιτ , in the domain of convergence
we have ιτ1pΦq “ L
Spτ1, uˇP , 1qιτ1pfq.
Therefore Eispιτ1pΦqq “ L
Spτ1, uˇP , 1qEispιτ1pfqq, and the claim follows from
the meromorphic continuation of Eispιτ1pfqq.
4.3.9 Remarks. 1. The meromorphic continuation of LSpτ1, uˇP , 1q is known
in many cases, e.g. for G a classical group and τ generic, by the work of
Langlands, Shahidi and Kim, cf. [CKM04].
2. Notice that, as was also observed in [BK98, BK02], the Eisenstein series
(4.9) has normalized functional equations without L-factors.
4.4 The Rankin-Selberg method
According to [Bu05, §5], the Rankin-Selberg method involves a cusp form on G
and an Eisenstein series on a group G˜, where we have either an embedding: G ãÑ
G˜ or an embedding G˜ ãÑ G, or “something more complicated”. We certainly do
not claim to explain all constructions which have been called “Rankin-Selberg
integrals”, but let us see how a large part9 of this method is covered by our
constructions.
Let X be a pre-flag bundle; we will use the notation of §4.1. For notational
simplicity (the arguments do not change), let us also assume that L is a direct
factor of G, i.e. G “ LˆG1. Let Φ P SpXpAkqq. Recall that the X-theta series
9The multiplicity-one property that seems to underlie almost every integral representation
of an L-function can be achieved by non-spherical subgroups if we put extra restrictions on
the representations we are considering. For example, in the construction of the symmetric
square L-function by Bump and Ginzburg [BuGi92], we have H “ the diagonal copy of GLn in
GLnˆ(a central quotient of)ĆGLn2, where ĆGLn denotes a metaplectic cover, but one restricts
to certain “exceptional” (and induced-from-exceptional) representations on widetildeGLn2.
The examples that our method covers should be seen as the part of the method where such
restrictions do not enter.
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θpΦ, gq has been defined via a sum over X`pkq, where X` denotes the open
G-orbit on X . On the other hand, to relate our integrals to usual Eisenstein
series, we need to sum over X˜`pkq, where X˜` is the open G˜-orbit. Hence, we
define:
θ˜pΦ, gq “
ÿ
γPX˜`pkq
Φpγ ¨ gq.
We compare the integral of Conjecture 3.2.4 with the corresponding integral
when θ is substituted by θ˜:
4.4.1 Proposition. Suppose that X is a wavefront spherical variety with the
structure of a pre-flag bundle. If φ is a cusp form on G (with sufficiently X-
positive central character, so that the following integrals converge) then:ż
GpkqzGpAkq
φpgqθpΦ, gqdg “
ż
GpkqzGpAkq
φpgqθ˜pΦ, gqdg. (4.10)
Assume this proposition for now, and let us prove Theorem 4.1.3; at the
same time, we will see that the integral of Conjecture 3.2.4 is equal to a Rankin-
Selberg integral.
Without loss of generality, Φ “
ś
v Φv, and φ “ φ1plqφ2pgq according to the
decomposition G “ L ˆG1. By Assumption 3.3.4, and repeating the argument
of §4.2, we may write Φ as the convolution with an element h P HpG1pAkqq of a
Schwartz function Φy on XypAkq, where y P Y pkq and the Schwartz function on
XypAkq is considered as a generalized function on X˜
`pAkq. Then, as in §4.2:ż
GpkqzGpAkq
φpgqθ˜pΦ, gqdg “
ż
GypkqzGypAkq
hˇ ‹ φphqθ˜
X˜
`
y
pΦy, hq,
where θ˜
X˜
`
y
pΦ, gq denotes the theta series for the G˜y-spherical variety Xy.
By the decomposition G “ LˆG1 this is equal to:ż
G1ypkqzG
1
ypAkq
hˇ ‹ φ2pgq
ż
LpkqzLpAkq
φ1plqθ˜X˜`y pΦ
y , lgqdldg.
The inner integral is equal to the Eisenstein series ELpΦ, φ1, g
1q on the group
G˜1y, in the notation of (4.9), or a degenerate Eisenstein series as in (4.7), or a
product of such10, and it has meromorphic continuation under the assumption
that LSpτ1, uˇP˜ , 1q does. Hence, we see that the integral of conjecture 3.2.4 is
equal to the Rankin-Selberg integral:ż
G1ypkqzG
1
ypAkq
hˇ ‹ φ2pgqELpΦ, φ1, gqdg (4.11)
and this also completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.3. In the language of [Bu05,
§5], our formalism combines the appearance of a subgroup Gy Ă G with an
embedding of it into another group: Gy ãÑ G˜y.
10Rankin-Selberg constructions with products of Eisenstein series have often been encoun-
tered in the literature, e.g. [BFG99, GH04].
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4.4.2 Proof of Proposition 4.4.1: Negligible orbits.
Proposition 4.4.1 will follow from the following statement on the structure of
certain spherical varieties:
4.4.3 Proposition. If X is a wavefront spherical variety for G with AutGpXq
finite, then the isotropy groups of all non-open G-orbits contain the unipotent
radical of a proper parabolic of G.
From this, Proposition 4.4.1 follows easily; in the domain of convergence we
have: ż
GpkqzGpAkq
φpgqθ˜pΦ, gq “
ÿ
ξPrX˜`pkq{Gpkqs
ż
GξpkqzGpAkq
φpgqg ¨ Φpξqdg
where rX˜`pkq{Gpkqs denotes any set of representatives for the set of Gpkq-
orbits on X˜`pkq. Notice that, by the multiplicity-freeness assumption on X ,
the k-points of the open G-orbit form a unique Gpkq-orbit. The summand
corresponding to ξ can be written:ż
GξpAkqzGpAkq
g ¨ Φpξq
ż
GξpkqzGξpAkq
φphgqdhdg
Since AutGpX˜`{ZpXqq is finite, for ξ in the non-open orbit the stabilizer Gξ
contains the unipotent radical of a proper parabolic by Proposition 4.4.3, and
since φ is cuspidal the inner integral will vanish. Therefore, only the summand
corresponding to the open orbit survives, which folds back to the integral:ż
GpkqzGpAkq
φpgqθpΦ, gq.
Proposition 4.4.3, in turn, rests on the following result of Luna. A G-
homogeneous variety Y is said to be induced from a parabolic P if it is of
the form Y 1 ˆP G, where Y 1 is a homogeneous spherical variety for the Levi
quotient of P ; equivalently, Y “ HzG, where H Ă P contains the unipotent
radical of P .
4.4.4 Proposition. [Lu01, Proposition 3.4] A homogeneous spherical variety
Y for G is induced from a parabolic P¯ (assumed opposite to a standard parabolic
P ) if and only if the union of ∆pY q with the support11 of the spherical roots of
Y is contained in the set of simple roots of the Levi subgroup of P .
Proof of Proposition 4.4.3. For every G-orbit Y in a spherical variety X there
is a simple toroidal variety X˜ with a morphism X˜ Ñ X which is birational and
whose image contains Y . Therefore, it suffices to assume that X is a simple
toroidal variety.
11The support of a subset in the span of ∆ is the smallest set of elements of ∆ in the span
of which it lies.
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Moreover, if X¯ denotes the wonderful compactification of X` (i.e. the simple
toroidal compactification with CpX¯q “ V) then every simple toroidal variety X
admits a morphism X Ñ X¯ which, again, is birational and has the property
that every non-open G-orbit on X goes to a non-open G-orbit in X¯. Indeed,
any non-open G-orbit Y Ă X corresponds to a non-trivial face of CpXq, and
its character group X pY q is the orthogonal complement of that face in X pXq,
which is of lower rank than X pXq, therefore Y has to map to an orbit of lower
rank. Moreover, Y is a torus bundle over its image. This reduces the problem
to the case where X is a wonderful variety, which we will now assume.
By Proposition 4.4.4, it suffices to show that the union of ∆pXq and the
support of the spherical roots of Y is not the whole set ∆ of simple roots.
The spherical roots of Y are a proper subset of the spherical roots of X , and
∆pY q “ ∆pXq. It therefore suffices to prove that for any proper subset Θ Ă ∆X
there exists a simple root α P ∆ r ∆pXq such that α is not contained in the
support of Θ.
Denote a˚ :“ X pAq˚bQ, a˚
P pXq “ p∆pXqq
K Ă a˚, and consider the canonical
quotient map: q : aÑ Q. Denote by fH Ă a˚ the anti-dominant Weyl chamber
in a. Every set of spherical roots s Ă ∆X corresponds to a face Vs Ă V “ VH Ă
Q (more precisely, Vs is the face spanning the orthogonal complement of s), and
similarly every set r Ă ∆ of simple roots of G corresponds to a face fr Ă fH. The
simple roots in the support of γ P ∆X are those corresponding to the largest
face f of fH which is contained in q
´1pVtγuq. Notice that the maximal vector
subspace f∆ of fH maps into the maximal vector subspace V∆X of V .
By assumption, fH surjects onto V . Moreoever, since every element of fH can
be written as a sum of an element in f∆pXq and a non-negative linear combination
of ∆ˇpXq :“ tαˇ|α P ∆pXqu, and since ∆ˇpXq is in the kernel of a Ñ Q, it follows
that f∆pXq surjects onto V . Now let Θ Ă ∆X be a proper subset. Let fs be a
face of f∆pXq which surjects onto VΘ. Since fs ‰ f∆, there is an α P ∆r∆pXq
which is not in the support of Θ.
4.5 Tensor product L-functions of GL2 cusp forms
In section 3 we proposed a general conjecture involving distributions which are
obtained from the geometry of an affine spherical variety X , and in this section
we saw how this conjecture is true, and gives rise to period- and Rankin-Selberg
integrals, in the case that X admits the structure of a “pre-flag bundle”. It was
written above that such a structure should be considered essentially irrelevant
and a matter of “chance”. We now wish to provide some evidence for this
point of view by recalling the known constructions of n-fold tensor product L-
functions for GL2, where n ď 3. The point is that while these constructions
seem comletely different from the point of view of Rankin-Selberg integrals,
from the point of view of spherical varieties they are completely analogous!
Before we consider the specific example, let us become a bit more precise
about what it means that a period integral is related to some L-value. Let
π “ b1πv be an (abstract) unitary representation of GpAkq, the tensor product
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of unitary irreducible representations πv of Gpkvq with respect to distinguished
unramified vectors u0v (for almost every place v) of norm 1. Let P be a functional
on π. In our applications the functional P will arise as the composition of a
cuspidal automorphic embedding ν : π Ñ L2cusppGpkqzGpAkqq, assumed unitary,
with a period integral or, more generally, the pairing (3.10) with a fixed X-theta
series. Let ρ be a representation of the dual group, and let Lpπ, ρ, sq denote
the value of the corresponding L-function at the point s. We say that |P |2 is
related to Lpπ, ρ, sq if there exist non-zero skew-symmetric forms: Lambdav :
πvb π¯v Ñ C for every v such that for any large enough set of places S, and for a
vector u “ bvPSu
0
vbvRS uv one has: |Ppuq|
2 “ LSpπ, ρ, sq ¨
ś
vPS Λvpuv, uvq. (Of
course, for this to happen we must have Λvpu
0
v, u
0
vq “ Lvpπv, ρv, sq.) Moreover,
it is required that each Λv has a definition which has no reference to any other
representation but πv. The reader will notice that the last condition does not
stand the test of mathematical rigor; however, not imposing it would make the
rest of the statement void up to whether P is zero or not. In practice, the Λv’s
will be given by reference to some non-arithmetic model for πv. See [II10] for a
precise conjecture in a specific case, and [SV] for a more general but less precise
conjecture.12
4.5.1 Example. If P denotes the Whittaker period:
φ ÞÑ
ż
UpkqzUpAkq
φpuqψ´1puqdu
(where ψ is a generic idele class character of the maximal unipotent subgroup)
on cusp forms for G “ GLn, then |P |2 is related to the L-value:
1
Lpπ,Ad, 1q
cf. [Ja01, SV]. Notice that the examples which we are about to discuss ad-
mit “Whittaker unfolding” and this factor will enter, although most references
introduce a different normalization and ignore this factor.
Now we are ready to discuss our example: Let n be a positive integer,
G “ pGL2q
n ˆGm, and let H be the subgroup:"ˆ
a x1
1
˙
ˆ
ˆ
a x2
1
˙
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
ˆ
a xn
1
˙
ˆ a
ˇˇˇˇ
x1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn “ 0
*
.
We let X “ HzG
aff
. As usual, we normalize the action of G on functions on
X` so that it is unitary with respect to the natural measure. Let us see that for
n “ 1, 2, 3 the variety X admits the structure of a pre-flag bundle, and hence
the integral of Conjecture 3.2.4 can be interpreted as a Rankin-Selberg integral,
as discussed above:
12For the sake of completeness, we should mention that when P comes from a period integral
one should in general modify the above conjecture by some “mild” arithmetic factors, such as
the sizes of centralizers of Langlands parameters – see [II10]. However, in the example we are
about to discuss there is no such issue since the group is GL2.
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• n “ 1. Here HzG
aff
“ HzG and we get the integral (1.2) of Hecke. If
τs “ τ b | ‚ |
s, where τ is a cuspidal representation of GL2 (for simplicity:
with trivial central character), the square of the absolute value of the
corresponding linear functional on τs b rτs is related to the L-value:
Lpτ, 1
2
` sqLpτ˜ , 1
2
´ sq
Lpτ,Ad, 1q
.
• n “ 2. Here the projection of H to GL22 is conjugate to the mirabolic sub-
group of GL2 embedded diagonally. Therefore, the affine closure of HzG
is equal to the bundle over GLdiag2 zpGL2q
2 with fiber equal to the affine
closure of U2zGL2, where U2 denotes a maximal unipotent subgroup of
GL2. Corresponding to this pre-flag bundle is a Rankin-Selberg integral
“with the Eisenstein series on the smaller group” GLdiag2 , namely the clas-
sical integral of Rankin and Selberg. If τ “ τ1 b τ2 b | ‚ |
s is a cuspidal
automorphic representation of G (for simplicity: with trivial central char-
acter), the square of the absolute value of the corresponding integral is
related to the L-value:
Lpτ1 b τ2,
1
2
` sqLpτ˜1 b τ˜2,
1
2
´ sq
Lpτ,Ad, 1q
.
• n “ 3. In this case there is a structure of a pre-flag variety not on X ,
but on X0: the corresponding spherical variety for the subgroup G0 “
tpg1, g2, g3, aq P G| detpg1q “ detpg2q “ detpg3qu. The structure of a pre-
flag variety involves the group G˜ “ GSp6 and the subgroup H˜ “ rP˜ , P˜ s,
where P˜ is the Siegel parabolic – this is a construction of Garrett [Ga87].
The group pGL32q
0 is embedded in GSp6 as pGSp
3
2q
0. Then, according to
[PSR87, Corollary 1 to Lemma 1.1] the group G0 has an open orbit in
rP˜ , P˜ szG˜ with stabilizer equal to H . We claim:
4.5.2 Lemma. The affine closure X0 of HzG0 is equal to the affine clo-
sure of rP˜ , P˜ szG˜.
Proof. Denote by Y the affine closure of rP˜ , P˜ szG˜. We have an open
embedding: X0 ãÑ Y . By [PSR87, Lemma 1.1], all non-open G-orbits
have codimension at least two. Therefore, the embedding is an isomor-
phism.
Hence, our integral for X0 coincides with the Rankin-Selberg integral of
Garrett. The only thing that remains to do is to compare the normaliza-
tions for the sections of Eisenstein series. From [PSR87, Theorem 3.1] one
sees that the square of the absolute value of our integral is related to the
L-value:
Lpτ1 b τ2 b τ3,
1
2
` sqLpτ˜1 b τ˜2 b τ˜3,
1
2
´ sq
Lpτ,Ad, 1q
.
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(Again, for simplicity, we assume trivial central characters. Notice that
the zeta factors in [PSR87, Theorem 3.1] disappear because of the correct
normalization of the Eisenstein series!)
It is completely natural to expect the corresponding integral for n “ 4 or
higher to be related to the n-fold tensor product L-function. It becomes obvious
from the above example that the point of view of the spherical variety is the
natural setting for such integrals, while at the same time the structure of a
pre-flag bundle may not exist and, even if it exists, it has a completely different
form in each case which conceals the uniformity of the construction.
5 Smooth affine spherical varieties
Given that we do not know how to prove Conjecture 3.2.4, except in the cases
of wavefront pre-flag bundles, it is natural to ask the purely algebro-geometric
question: Which spherical varieties admit the structure of a pre-flag bundle? An
answer to this question would amount to a complete classification of Rankin-
Selberg integrals, in the restricted sense that “Rankin-Selberg” has been used
here. Such an answer has been given in the special case of smooth affine spherical
varieties: These varieties automatically have the structure of a pre-flag bundle,
and they have been classified by Knop and Van Steirteghem [KS06], hence can
be used to produce Eulerian integrals of automorphic forms! There seems to be
little point in computing every single example in the tables of [KS06], and my
examination of most of the cases has not produced any striking new examples.
However, we get some of the best-known integral constructions, as well as some
new ones (which do not produce any interesting new L-functions).
5.1 Smooth affine spherical triples
By Theorem 2.2.5 of Luna, every smooth affine spherical variety of G (over an
algebraically closed field in characteristic zero) is of the form V ˆH G, where H
is a reductive subgroup (so that HzG is affine) and V is an H-module. As we
have seen in Example 4.1.2, vector spaces are pre-flag varieties, and therefore
all smooth affine spherical varieties are pre-flag bundles. We check the details
carefully:
5.1.1 Lemma. Every smooth affine spherical variety admits the structure of a
pre-flag bundle.13
Proof. If X “ V ˆH G as above, we set Y “ pN pHq0 ¨HqzG. We let X˜` be the
subvariety on which ZpXq acts freely, and take G˜ “ G. Clearly, ZpXq contains
13Strictly speaking, the “affine closure” condition is not satisfied when the fibers have one-
dimensional summands under the action of ZpXq; one should modify the definition of a pre-flag
bundle to allow this case, but in order not to overcomplicate things we prefer not to do so.
Notice that after integrating by characters of ZpXq the “basic function” of Gm differs from
the “basic function” of Ga only by a Dirichlet L-function, so the meromorphic properties of
the integrals we are considering are not affected by whether we compactify Gm or not.
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the connected centralizer of H in GLpV q (which is a torus, since X is spherical),
so if V “ ‘iVi is the decomposition into irreducibleH-representations according
to ZpHq0 then X˜` “
ś
ipVi r t0uq ˆ
H G, and G acts transitively on X˜`. By
the assumption ZpXq “ ZpGq0, ZpXq is the connected center of N pHq, hence
Y˜ :“ X˜`{ZpXq has fibers PV1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ PVn over Y and is therefore proper over
Y .
The corresponding integrals include all period integrals over reductive sub-
groups, as well as Rankin-Selberg integrals involving mirabolic Eisenstein series
(i.e. those induced from the mirabolic subgroup of GLn).
In [KS06], Knop and Van Steirteghem classify all smooth affine spherical
triples pg, h, V q, which amounts to a classification of smooth affine spherical
varieties up to coverings, central tori and Gm-fibrations. We recall their defini-
tions:
5.1.2 Definition. 1. Let h Ă g be semisimple Lie algebras and let V be a
representation of h. For s, a Cartan subalgebra of the centralizer cgphq of
h, put h¯ :“ h‘ s, a maximal central extension of h in g. Let z be a Cartan
subalgebra of glpV qh (the centralizer of h in glpV q). We call pg, h, V q a
spherical triple if there exists a Borel subalgebra b of g and a vector v P V
such that
(a) b` h¯ “ g and
(b) rpbX h¯q ` zsv “ V where s acts via any homomorphism s Ñ z on V .
2. Two triples pgi, hi, Viq, i “ 1, 2, are isomorphic if there exist isomorphisms
of Lie algebras resp. vector spaces α : g1 Ñ g2 and β : V1 Ñ V2 such that
(a) αph1q “ h2
(b) βpξvq “ αpξqβpvq for all ξ P h1 and v P V1.
3. Triples of the form pg1 ‘ g2, h1 ‘ h2, V1 ‘ V2q with pgi, hi, Viq ‰ p0, 0, 0q
are called decomposable.
4. Triples of the form pk, k, 0q and p0, 0, V q are said to be trivial. A pair pg, hq
of semisimple Lie algebras is called spherical if pg, h, 0q is a spherical triple.
5. A spherical triple (or pair) is primitive if it is non-trivial and indecompos-
able.
Clearly, every smooth affine spherical variety gives rise to a spherical triple.
Conversely, each spherical triple is obtained from a (not necessarily unique)
smooth affine spherical variety, as follows by an a posteriori inspection of all
spherical triples. (The non-obvious step here is that the h-module V integrates
to an H-module, where H is the corresponding subgroup.)
The classification of all primitive spherical triples is given in [KS06], Tables
1, 2, 4 and 5, modulo the inference rules described in Table 3. The diagrams
are read in the following way: The nodes in the first row correspond to the
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simple direct summands gi of g, the ones in the second row to the simple direct
summands hi of h and the ones in the third row to the simple direct summands
Vi of V . If pg, hq contains a direct summand of the form ph1, h1q then the h1
summand is omitted from the first row There is an edge between gi and hj if
hj ãÑ g ։ gi is non-zero and an edge between hj and Vk if Vk is a non-trivial
hj-module. The edges are labeled to describe the inclusion of h in g, resp. the
action of h on V ; the labels are omitted when those are the “natural” ones.
We number the cases appearing in the list of Knop and Van Steirteghem as
follows: First, according to the table on which they appear (Tables 1, 2, 4, 5 in
[KS06]); and for each table, numbered from left to right, top to bottom.
5.2 Eulerian integrals arising from smooth affine varieties
In what follows we will discuss a sample of the global integrals obtained from
varieties in the list of Knop and Van Steirteghem. At this point it is more
convenient not to normalize the action of G unitarily. We allow ourselves to
choose the spherical variety corresponding to a given spherical triple as is most
convenient, and in fact we sometimes replace semisimple groups by reductive
ones. Of course, the classification in [KS06] is over an algebraically closed field,
which leaves a lot of freedom for choosing the precise form of the spherical variety
over k, even when G is split. In the discussion which follows we will always take
both the group and generic stabilizer to be split. Many of the varieties of Knop
and Van Steirteghem have zero cuspidal contribution (i.e. the integral (3.10) is
zero for every cusp form) or are not multiplicity-free. Still, this list contains
some of the best-known examples of integral representations of L-functions. It
contains also some new ones.
In subsection §4.5 we explained what it means for a period integral P to be
“related to” an L-value, namely by considering the value of P |π ¨ P |π¯, assum-
ing that π is an abstract unitary representation of an adelic group, embedded
unitarily into the space of cuspidal automorphic forms for that group. For the
examples that we are about to see, we will adopt a language that describes the
value of P |π itself, divided by the value of a period integral that does not depend
on a continuous parameter, such as the Whittaker period. For example, for the
Hecke integral (1.2) we would say that it is related to Lpπ, s` 1
2
q with respect
to Whittaker normalization, while for the Godement-Jacquet integral (1.1) we
would say that it is related to Lpπ, s ´ 1
2
pn ´ 1qq with respect to the “inner
product” period on π b π˜.
5.2.1 Table 1
In this table the group H is equal to G, i.e. the data consists of a group and
a spherical representation of it. This table contains the following interesting
integrals (numbered according to their occurence in the tables of Knop and Van
Steirteghem):
1. The integrals of Godement and Jacquet. Here the group is GLnˆGLm
with the tensor product representation (i.e. on Matnˆm). It is easy to see
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that if m ‰ n then the stabilizer is parabolically induced, hence the only
interesting case (as far as cusp forms are concerned) is m “ n. In this
case, our integral (3.10) is that of Godement and Jacquet :ż
ZdiagpAkqGL
diag
n pkqzGLnpAkqˆGLnpAkq
φ1pg1qφ2pg2qΦpg
´1
1 g2q¨
¨| detpg´11 g2q|
sdpg1, g2q.
15. Two new integrals. (Here there is a choice between the first and the last
fundamental representation of GLn. It can easily be seen that they amount
to the same integral, so we will consider only ω1.)
The group is GLmˆGLn and the representation is the direct sum Matmˆn
with the standard representation for GLn. If m ‰ n, n ´ 1 then we can
easily see that the stabilizer is parabolically induced. Hence there are two
interesting cases:
(i) m “ n. We let φ1 P π1, φ2 P π2 be two cusp forms on GLn. Then the
integral is:ż
P
diag
n pkqzGLnpAkqˆGLnpAkq
φ1pg1qφ2pg2qΦpg
´1
1 g2qΦ
1pr0, . . . , 0, 1s ¨ g1q¨
¨| detpg´11 g2q|
s1 | detpg1q|
s2dg1dg2.
Here Φ is a Schwartz function on MatnpAkq and Φ
1 is a Schwartz
function on Ank .
5.2.2 Theorem. The above integral is Eulerian and with respect to
Whittaker normalization is related to the L-value:
Lpπ1 b π2, s2q ¨ Lpπ2, s1 ´
1
2
pn´ 1qq. (5.1)
Proof. It follows from the standard “unfolding” technique that the
above integral, in the domain of convergence, is equal to:ż
pUnpAkqzGLnpAkqq2
W1pg1qW
1
2pg2qΦpg
´1
1 g2qΦ
1pr0, . . . , 0, 1s ¨ g1q¨
¨| detpg´11 g2q|
s1 | detpg1q|
s2dg1dg2
whereW1pgq “
ş
UnpkqzUnpAkq
φ1pugqψpuqdu andW
1
2 the same with φ1
replaced by φ2 and ψ replaced by ψ
´1.
The last integral is (for “factorizable data”) a product of local factors:ż
pUnpkvqzGLnpkvqq2
W1,vpg1qW
1
2,vpg2qΦvpg
´1
1 g2qΦ
1
vpr0, . . . , 0, 1s ¨ g1q¨
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¨| detpg´11 g2q|
s1 | detpg1q|
s2dg1dg2.
Assume that Φv “ Φ
0
v, the basic function of SpMatnpkvqq. Consid-
ering the action of the spherical Hecke algebra of G2 (=the second
copy of GLn) on SpMatnpkvqq, the work of Godement and Jacquet
[GJ72, Lemma 6.10] proves:
Φ0vpxq| detpxq|
s1 “}SatG2
¨˝
1
^J
´
1´ q
´s1`
1
2
pn´1q
v ¨ std
¯‚˛‹ 1GLnpoq
(5.2)
Therefore for unramified data the last integral is equal to:
Lpπ2, s1 ´
1
2
pn´ 1qq ¨
ż
pUnpkvqzGLnpkvqq2
W1,vpg1qW
1
2,vpg2q¨
¨1GLnpovqpg
´1
1 g2qΦ
1
vpr0, . . . , 0, 1s¨g1q| detpg
´1
1 g2q|
s1 | detpg1q|
s2dg1dg2 “
“ Lpπ2, s1 ´
1
2
pn´ 1qq¨
¨
ż
pUnpkvqzGLnpkvqq
W1,vpgqW
1
2,vpgqΦ
1
vpr0, . . . , 0, 1s ¨ gq| detpgq|
s2dg.
The latter is the classical Rankin-Selberg integral, which with re-
spect to Whittaker normalization is related to Lpπ1bπ2, s2q (see, for
instance, [Co03]).
(ii) m “ n ´ 1. Notice that if V denotes the standard representation
of GLn then the space Matpn´1qˆn‘V can be identified under the
G1 ˆ G2 :“ GLn´1ˆGLn-action with the space X “ Matn, where
g P G1 acts as
ˆ
g´1
1
˙
on the left Let φ1 P π1 be a cusp form
on GLn´1 and φ2 P π2 a cusp form in GLn. Then the integral is:ż
GL
diag
n pkqzGLn`1pAkqˆGLnpAkq
φ1pg1qφ2pg2q¨
¨Φ
ˆˆ
g´11
1
˙
g2
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
detpg2q
detpg1q
ˇˇˇˇs1
| detpg1q|
s2dg1dg2
where Φ P SpMatnpAkqq.
As before, one can prove:
5.2.3 Theorem. The above integral is Eulerian and with respect to
Whittaker normalization related to the L-value:
Lpπ1 b π2, s2 `
1
2
q ¨ Lpπ2, s1 ´
1
2
nq. (5.3)
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5.2.4 Table 2
In this table H is smaller than G and the representation V of H is non-trivial.
This table contains the following interesting integrals:
1. The Bump-Friedberg integral. The group is GLm`n wherem “ n or n`
1, the subgroup H is GLmˆGLn and the representation is the stan-
dard representation of the second factor. This is the integral examined in
[BF90]:ż
GLmpkqˆGLnpkqzGLmpAkqˆGLnpAkq
φ
ˆ
g1
g2
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
detpg1q
detpg2q
ˇˇˇˇs1
¨
¨Φpr0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, 1s ¨ g2q| det g2|
s2dg1dg2
It is related with respect to Whittaker normalization to the L-value:
Lpπ, s1 `
1
2
qLpπ,^2, s2q.
3. A new integral. The group is GLm`1ˆGLn, and G
1 “ GLmˆGLn with
the tensor product of the standard representations (i.e. on Matmˆn). The
only interesting case ism “ n. If n ą m then the stabilizer is parabolically
induced, and when m ą n it unfolds to a parabolically induced model.
If m “ n we get:ż
GLdiagpkqzGLnpAkqˆGLnpAkq
φ1
ˆ
g1
1
˙
φ2pg2qΦpg
´1
1 g2q¨
¨
ˇˇˇˇ
detpg2q
detpg1q
ˇˇˇˇs1
| detpg1q|
s2dpg1, g2q.
As before, one can prove:
5.2.5 Theorem. The above integral is Eulerian and with respect to Whit-
taker normalization related to the L-value:
Lpπ1 b π2, s2 `
1
2
q ¨ Lpπ2, s1 ´
1
2
pn´ 1qq. (5.4)
5. The classical Rankin-Selberg integral. The group is GLnˆGLn and the
subgroup G1 is GLdiagn with the standard representation. This is the clas-
sical Rankin-Selberg integral:ż
GLnpkqzGLnpAkq
φ1pgqφ2pgqΦpr0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, 1s ¨ gq| det g|
sdg.
It is related with respect to Whittaker normalization to the L-value (cf.
[Co03]):
Lpπ1 b π2, sq.
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5.2.6 Tables 4 and 5
Here the representation V is trivial, hence we get period integrals over reductive
algebraic subgroups (§4.2). All known cases of multiplicity-free period integrals
are contained in these tables.
6 A remark on a relative trace formula
At this point we drop our assumptions on the group G, in order to discuss
non-split examples. We will assume the existence of Schwartz spaces with sim-
ilar properties in this setting, in order to give a conceptual explanation to the
phenomenon of “weight factors” in a relative trace formula.
The relative trace formula is a method which was devised by Jacquet and
his coauthors to study period integrals of automorphic forms. In its most sim-
plistic form, it can be described as follows: Let H1 and H2 be two reductive
spherical subgroups of G (a reductive group defined over a global field k) and
let f P C8c pGpAkqq. Then one builds the usual kernel function: Kf px, yq “ř
γPGpkq fpx
´1γyq for the action of f on the space of automorphic functions and
(ignoring analytic difficulties) defines the functional:
RTFGH1,H2pfq “
ż
H1pkqzH1pAkq
ż
H2pkqzH2pAkq
Kf ph1, h2qdh1dh2. (6.1)
The functional can be decomposed in two ways, one geometric and one spectral,
and the spectral expansion involves period integrals of automorphic forms. By
comparing two such RTFs (i.e. made with different choices of H1, H2, maybe
even different groups G) one can deduce properties of those period integrals,
such as that their non-vanishing characterizes certain functorial lifts.
The above presentation is too simplistic for several reasons: First, the correct
functional has something to do with the stack-theoretic quotient H1zG{H2,
which sometimes forces one to take a sum over certain inner forms of G and Hi.
We will not discuss stack-theoretic quotients or inner forms here, but at first
approximation we observe that from this algebro-geometric point of view the
variety HizG is more natural than the space HipkqzGpkq; hence, if Gpkq does
not surject onto pHizGiqpkq one should take the sum of the above expressions
over stabilizers Hi,ǫ of a set of representatives of Gpkq-orbits. (This will become
clearer in a reformulation which we will present below.) Moreover, one can
consider an idele class character η of Hi and integrate against this character; we
will adjust our notation accordingly, for instance: RTFGH1,pH2,ηq. There are often
analytic difficulties in making sense of the above integrals. And one does not
have to restrict to reductive subgroups, but can consider parabolically induced
subgroups together with a character on their unipotent radical (such as in the
Whittaker period). However, we will ignore most of these issues and focus on
another one, first noticed in [JLR93]: It seems that in certain cases, in order for
the relative trace formula RTFGH1,H2 to be comparable to some other relative
trace formula, the functional (6.1) is not the correct one and one has to add a
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“weight factor” in the definition, such as:
RTFGH1,H2pfq “
ż
H1pkqzH1pAkq
ż
H2pkqzH2pAkq
Kfph1, h2qθph1qdh1dh2 (6.2)
where θ is a suitable automorphic form on H1.
Our goal here is to explain how, under the point of view developed in the
present paper, the above expression is not a relative trace formula forH1, H2 but
represents a relative trace formula for some other subgroups. We will discuss
this in the context of [JLR93], though our starting point will not be (6.2) but
another formula of [JLR93] from which the identities for (6.2) are derived, and
which is closer to our point of view.
More precisely, let E{F be a quadratic extension of number fields with corre-
sponding idele class character η, G “ ResE{F PGL2, G
1 “ PGL2ˆPGL2 (over
F ), H Ă G the projectivization of the quasi-split unitary group (which is in
fact split, i.e. isomorphic to PGL2 over F ), H
1 “ the diagonal copy of PGL2 in
G1. (Compared to [JLR93], we restrict to PGL2 for simplicity.) We consider η
as a character of H in the natural way. Naively, one would like to compare the
functional: RTFGH,pH,ηq to the functional RTF
G1
H1,H1 (usual trace formula for G
1).
However, it turns out that the correct comparison is between the functionals:
f ÞÑ
ż
pHpkqzHpAkqq2
Kfph1, h2qEph1, sqηph1qdh1dh2 (6.3)
on G and
f 1 ÞÑ
ż
pH1pkqzH1pAkqq2
Kf 1ph
1
1, h
1
2qE
1ph11, sqdh
1
1dh
1
2 (6.4)
on G1, where E,E1 are suitable Eisenstein series on H,H 1. (More precisely, in
the first case one takes the sum over the unitary groups of all Gpkq-conjugacy
classes of non-degenerate hermitian forms for E{F , as we mentioned above, but
only in the second variable.)
Notice that we have already made a modification to the formulation of
[JLR93], namely in the second case they let G1 “ PGL2 and consider the inte-
gral: ż
PGL2pkqzPGL2pAkq
Kf 1px, xqE
1px, sqdx,
but this is easily seen to be equivalent to our present formulation.
Claim. The functionals (6.3), (6.4) can naturally be understood as pairings:
RTFGmˆG,ωX1,X2 : SpX1pAkqq b SpX2pAkqq Ñ C
respectively:
RTFGmˆG
1,ω1
X11,X
1
2
: SpX 11pAkqq b SpX
1
2pAkqq Ñ C
where: X2 “ HzG, X
1
2 “ H
1zG1 and X1, X
1
1 are the affine closures of the
varieties:
UF zG
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respectively:
U 1F zG
1
where UF , U
1
F are maximal unipotent subgroups of H resp. H
1.
The varieties X1, X
1
1 are considered here as spherical varieties under GmˆG
(resp. Gm ˆ G
1), where Gm “ B2{U2, and we extend the Gm-action to the
varieties X2, X
1
2 in the trivial way. The exponent ω in RTF
GmˆG,ω
X1,X2
will be
explained below.
Before we explain the claim, let us go back to the simpler formula (6.1)
and explain how it can be considered as a pairing between SpX1pAkqq and
SpX2pAkqq (where Xi “ HizGi). Here we will identify Hecke algebras with
spaces of functions, by choosing Haar measures. Assume that f “ fˇ1 ‹ f2 with
fi P C
8
c pGpAkqq. Then we set: Φipgq “
ş
HipAkq
fiphgqdh. By the definition of
SpXipAkqq when Hi is reductive, it follows that Φi P SpXipAkqq. (It is at this
point that one should add over representatives for Gipkq-orbits on Xipkq, since
in general the map C8c pGpAkqq Ñ SpXipAkqq is not surjective.) The functional
RTFGH1,H2pf1 ‹ f2q clearly does not depend on f1, f2 but only on Φ1,Φ2. Hence,
it defines a Gdiag-invariant functional:
SpX1pAkqq b SpX2pAkqq Ñ C.
Now let us return to the setting of the Claim, and of equations (6.3), (6.4).
The product Eph1, sqηph1q in (6.3) will be considered as an Eisenstein series on
HpkqzHpAkq. We have seen that suitable sections of Eisenstein series can be
obtained from integrating X-theta series θGmˆHU2 pΦ, gq where Φ P SpU2zHpAkqq
against a character ω of Gm. Now consider Φ P SpU2zHpAkqq as a generalized
function on U2zGpAkq. Assume again that f “ fˇ1 ‹ f2 P C
8
c pGpAkqq. Then
Φ1 :“ f1 ‹ Φ P SpU2zHpAkqq and Φ2pgq :“
ş
H2pAkq
fphgqdg P SpHzGpAkqq.
Again, of course, we must take many f ’s and sum over representatives for orbits
of Gpkq on X2pkq – incidentally, our point of view explains why there is no need
to sum over representatives for orbits in the first variable: because Gpkq surjects
on X1pkq!
Similarly, one can explain (6.4) as a pairing between SpX 11pAkqqbSpX
1
2pAkqq,
and this completes the explanation of our Claim. (We have introduced the
exponents ω, ω1 in the notation, because we have already integrated against the
corresponding character of Gm in order to form Eisenstein series.) Hence, by
viewing the Jacquet-Lai-Rallis trace formulae as being attached to the spaces
X1, X2 and X
1
1, X
1
2 instead of the original HzG and H
1zG1, the weight factors
do not appear as corrections any more, but as a natural part of the setup.
Notice that this point of view is very close to the geometric interpretation
of the fundamental lemma which led to its proof by Ngoˆ [Ngoˆ10] in the case
of the Arthur-Selberg trace formula. Indeed, by the geometric methods of Ngoˆ
(cf. also [GN10]) one naturally gets a hold of the orbital integrals of unramified
functions arising from intersection cohomology, not the “naive” ones defined as
characteristic functions of Gpovq-orbits. I hope that this point of view will lead
to a more systematic study of the relative trace formula – at least by alleviating
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the impression created by weight factors that it is something “less canonical”
than the Arthur-Selberg trace formula.
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